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Heinous Triple Murder Com- - At Least So Says the Delega-mitteat Frontenac,
,tion That Called on the
Kansas
President.

Su-

THAI WARFARE
Col. Mosby Intimates That
no Gentleman Would

d

)

Play the Game.

J

IN READINESS QUESTION OF PUBLIC CONCERN BLOODY

STRUGGLE

IN

FIELD

WORKING CLASSES OPPRESSED

EACH

But No Radical Changes Are An- Department of State Expects to Constitutional Rights of Millions Husband Slain in Defense of Six Hundred
Thousand M
Issue Announcement
ticipated Under Governor
Wife and Three Year Old
Involved Declare the
Women and Children Are
Mills.
Tomorrow.
Son Killed.
Defendants.
Suffering.
Governor Curry has received
the
Washington, Nov. 27. It was defifollowing letter commending the ex- nitely stated today that the United
hibit of New Mexico at the IT. S. Land States and Chile had at last reached
and Irrigation Exposition held in Chi- a final agreement on the terms of a
cago and at which H. B. Heniug, sec- - protocol referring to King Edward for
rotary ot t tie Bureau ct immigration settlement of the celebrated Alsop
and D. T. Hoskins of Las Vegas, are claim, and the protocol probably will
at present representing New Mexico: be signed the next three or four days.
Chicago, 111., Nov. 24th, 1909.
King Edward has signified his willing-M- y
j ness to act as mediator
Dear Governor:
This long
I suppose Mr. Henning has written standing claim lias teen a source of
you concerning
by the New much irritation and at times has
Mexico bureau of immigration at the threatened serious complications.
Will Mexico Intervene?
United States Land and Irrigation ExWashington, D. C, Nov. 27. Reposition held in this city. I want to
add a few words to any reports you ports from Nicaragua via New Orleans
may have so far received concerning that Henry .('aider, the American vice
this exhibit. It is one of the most consul at Managua, has been imprison- thoroughly represented exhibits at the ed or suffered violence at the hands of
President Zellaya, are given no credit
Exposition. It is very well located,
attracting a great deal of attention, lure. Indeed, there is reason to beand beyond any Question of doubt, the lieve that the state department has at
display which is being made, will do a last heard from him, but the contents
must be kept secret. There is also
great deal of good for New Mexico.
Considering the fact that no effort reason to believe that telegrams relathad been made to get together an ex- ing to Nicaragua have passed between
hibit until the first part of October, I the Mexican and United States govthink the showing is a remarkable ernments, but it is announced at the
j

I

the-exhi- bit

Washington, Nov. 27. On behalf of
Samuel Gompers, John Mitchell and
Frank Morrison, officials of the American Federation of Labor a petition
was filed in the supreme court of
the United States today for a certiorari requiring the court of appeals of
the District of Columbia to certify to
the supreme court for revision and
determination the appeal taken by
them in the famous Buck's Range"
case.
In the petition it is stated that the
"questions involved in the case are of
great importance, affecting the views
and the conduct of many millions of;
people, including two million who are
by representation made defendants in
the principal action." The constitutional rtsht of these people "of saying
by word of mouth or printed publica
tion to each other or to others that
they do not proiiose to deal with plaintiff or purchase its products," is advanced, and argument is made that
several courts have sustained this contention.

y

state department that nothing import- one.
r
The attendance at the Exposition ant will be made public before
exceeds my expectations, and I day night or Monday morning. This is
SAVINGS
don't know- of an exposition that has assumed to indicate that matters of
been held in Chicaso since the world's importance are under consideration
fair that has attracted as much ser-- which may culminate about that time
WAIT
ious attention as the United States
and
Land
HARVARD OBSERVATORY
Irrigation Exposition.
It is to be regretted that there was
TAKES PHOTOGRAPHS,
not sufficient money raised to provide;
Cambridge, Mass., Nov. 27. A to President Will Recommend
anore space for the exhibit, and it is tal eclipse of the moon
began at. 2:11
It but Consents to
aiso to De regretted tnat an earner this morning (eastern time), lastin
start was not made, but New Mexico until 5:38 o'clock. The eclipse was
Postponement
can feel proud of the fact that It has visible in all parts of North America
a much more representative exhibit at Central America and Smith America
this Exposition, than. lias many of the ' Totality began at 4:14 and ended1 at NEW CUBRENCU1
FIRST
wealthier and more populous western 4:46 o'clock. A large number of pho- commonwealths.
tographs were taken and later these
wm be exchanged with observations Recent Conferences at the White
Yours very truly,
in other parts of the continent.
R. E. WILSON,
House Have Settled That
Sun-fa-

POSE

-

FRIENDS OF BOWLDS
COME

TO RESCUE.

Colo., Nov. 27. Friends of
Naturally, politicians are already! c- Denver,
wthe young bank clerk
Bowlds,
to
making slates for territorial offices
be filled bv Governor Mills after ' who undertook the purchase of the
nevt and aio nnttinp- smne Bank f Grand County 0n a shoestring
March
studv into' the reassignment of the alld was cauSht UP after w months
of check
have come to his resjudges to the judicial districts made cue, and kiting,
it is announced the deposit
of
the
necessary by
Judge ors will be
appointment
paid in full and probably
Pope to be chief justice and a vacancy the
capital stock of the bank will be
1c be filled on the bench. Slate makmade good.
ers, however, forget, that It is unusual
for a governor to make many official HANGED HIMSELF
changes during the legislative interim;
TO SPITE HIS AUNT.
that most of the territorial officials are Des
Nov. 27. Harold Per
Moines,
appointed with the consent of the leg- kins
who
16,
aged
hanged himself to
council
islative
and unless very urgent his
bedroom door after having been
Teasons appear no changes will be
to attend the
refused permission
made by Governor Mills for the time
s
football game, it is be
"being. It is understood, however, that, lieved eYnpntprl hi mint tn H&ncvcY
w
c
.111
a pi
win.ue iuuiiuJ lor visuwi niel li him nr1
t ,.,m dn.n hpfn,.0 ho Hio(1
Secundino. Romero, of Las Vegas, at UlS neck was broken howeveri in tne
in went a canaiaate tor me u. s. mar- - jump from the chair He was found
ftuaisnip. inis piace may De tne ien- - by his 5.year-olbrother, who notified
rai or tne territorial service, contrary nis aunt,
to current impression, it is very likely
that Attorney General Frank W.
Clancy will retain his place unless he
is promoted to the bench. The report BITTER FAMILY
that Territorial Secretary. Nathan
Jaffa intended to resign is also untrue
and vacancies will have to be looked
UP
for elsewhere. There is plenty of time,
"however, until the new governor takes
the reins of office and every step taken
by him will be no doubt, carefully con- The Third Victim in Daniels
-

-

1

Drake-Ame-

1

.

.

B

-

1

d

FEUDFLARES

sidered.
Appointed Notary Public.
Governor Curry today appointed
James E. Anderson of Tularosa, Otero
county, a notary public.
Incorporation.
The First Baptist church of Logan,
Quay county, today filed incorporation
papers in the office of Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa, the incorporators
and trustees being: J. R. Bryant, J.
AV. Furlow, R. T.
Harris, J. F.
and Sim McFarland.
Agent Appointed.
The Swastika Mountain Top Mining
Company today filed a certificate with
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
designating J. E. Elder as the New
Mexico agent vice Albert P. Hunter,
'
'
resigned.
Attorney General Will Go to Alamo-- :
.:.
gordo.
- Upon the request of Judge A. W.
'Cooiey, .Attorney General Frank W.
Clancy will represent the Territory
;at the trial of Deputy Sheriff White
at Alamogordo for the" murder of
Aguilar at Tularosa on last Saturday
night during a drunken row. There
is some feeling in the matter locally
therefore it is deemed best to

Tribe is Reported to

WILL

INVOLVE

MANY

PEOPLE

d

Va.,

Nov.

27.

That a third person was shot in the
battle between the Christian and
Daniels
families
near Devon on
Thursday became known when a physician was summoned to attend Jim
Daniels at the home of his brother.
Daniels may die. In the event of his
death, three members of the Daniels
family will have been wiped out as
the result of the latest feud battle.
Mrs. Charles Daniels and her. sixteen
year old daughter were shot to death
on Thursday.
Indications now point
to a feud between the two largest
and most highly respected families of
Mingo county. Daniels married into
the Cline families, sons and daughters
'

--

.

j

(Continued on Page Eight.)
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MURDER

Jack Johnson Buys Family Home
at Galveston From His
Earnings.
Galveston,

appeal

Tex.,

Nov.

27.

Jack

i
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rcary.
New York. Nov. 27. A letter frnr? SOUTHERN PACIFIC PLANS
OTHER ROAD IN MEXICO.
Theodore Roosevelt was received bv
Arc-ha- s
of
the
Secretary Bridgman
Peary
lio Club replving t0 the cable M. It is to Follow East Coast From
Brownsville to Tampico and
IU,nCement that Commander Peary
,
head reached. the north pole as
Vera Cruz. .

Poughkeepsie,

N. Y., Nov. 27.

The

appelate division of the supreme coui't

affirmed the decision of Supreme
Court Justice keogh in the action
b ought hy Mary B Tower, wife of
i,. lower, the Poughkeepsie
uon King, ror separation and alimony.
Justice Keogh granted the separation and allowed Mrs. Tower $700
per month alimony. An appeal was
taken from the decision and the appelate division has upheld Justice
Keogh. Mrs. Tower brought her ac- uon for separation on the grounds of
cruelty and inhuman treatment and
that Mr. Tower subjected her
to great humiliation during a cruise
on Mr. Tower's yacht Earl King, which
since become a gunboat in the
navy.
Mr. Tower is the owner of the
Poughkeepsie iron works. His wife
was formerly Mary Bogard, an operator in the local central telephone of- lice, who mhe married a short time
after hls first wife and a son were
foi'nd shot to death in their rooms in
the Tower home here about seven
years ago. Mrs. Tower alleges in her
complaint that Mr. Tower was worth'

rt

jows.

,

"On Safari, North of Mount Genia,
22, 1909. Dear Mr. Bridgman: Your cable has
just been
brought me by a native runner here in
my camp by the Guaso Nyiro. I am
writing Mrs. Peary and to Captain
reary I have no idea where he is. I
3111
inexpressibly rejoiced at his
derful triumph,
and proud beyond
measure, as an American, that this
one of the great feats of the ages-- has
should have been performed by a
lew countryman of ours. It is the
great feat of our generation. We are
Captain Peary's debtors, all of us
who belong to civilized mankind.
"Respectfully,
"THEODORE ROOSEVELT.'

San Antonio, Tex., Nov. 27. It is
understood that the Southern Pacific
will build a trunk line down the east
coast of Mexico. The road would cross
Point.
the Rio Grande at Brownsville and
Matamoras and from there run to
Tampico and Veracruz,
Washington, Nov. 27. Legislation
ultimately
Since the
reaching Coastzacoalcos.
looking toward the establishment of
Southern Pacific is no presumed at
a postal savings bank will have to
wait until the report of the monetary
present to have control of any of the
lines reaching Brownsville the acquicommission is made and a new cursition of such a road or the building
rency law is enacted. Recent conof a new line, probably from San Anferences at the White House have
tonio, may be looked for in the near
practically settled this point and
future. Brownsville is at present
Representative Weeks of Massachusetts, chairman of the House commit
reached only by the St. Louis, Browns-- j
tee on postoffices and post roads ad- ville and Mexico, claimed to be under
control of the Frisco interests. The
.
mu. tw....-,,..t...
nearest, point to Brownsville at which
DENVER MINT WILL
ably will recommend a system of pos
'the Sunset Lines reach the Mexican
RESUME OPERATIONS.
tal banks, but it is understood that he
border is at Del Rio, Tex. Laredo,
will agree on a postponement of the
situated
between these two interna27.
Denver, Nov.
The Denver mint tional
consideration of the question
until $7,000,000.
is reached by the Interminals,
was
j which
beshut
down
last
next year.
July
& Great Northern, a Gould
ternational
i cause of a
surplus of all denominaM EX I CAN SMELTER TO
Hons of gold coins will 'open the first line.
HAIL AND RAIN
Should it be found impracticable
BE ENLARGED, of next year with between $18,000,000
ON PACIFIC COAST.
and $20,000,000 in gold bullion on to extend the line into Texas an in- Plant at Pedricena Now Has Capacity hand which will be immediately coin- - freased activity in the steamer serv
Sleet Covers Streets of Los Angeles-M- uch
of One Thousand Tons Per
ed into small denominations, accord- - lce OI lne outnern raci-nmay be g
Damage by Floods Reportfor
to
reason
Pected
an
the
that
the
Gulf of
announcement
made
Day.
today
ed From Oregon.
Mexico lines under its control would
by Superintendent Frank Dower.
extend their sailings to Tampico and
San Antonio, Nov. 27. It is under- I,
Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 27. Hail stood here that the Acaro smelter,
possibly Veracruz. The district to be
stones as large as walnuts fell in var- near Pedricena, Mexico, will be
opened by the road is very rich in soil
to a considerable extent. The WAGE WAR ON
ious portions of this city late yesterproducts, both, agricultural and min- eral.
day during a period of ten minutes. A smelter now has a capacity of 1,000
A number of branch lines will also
sleet storm followed a sudden drop in tons per day. Two furnaces and a
the temperature, the falling sleet re- stamping mill will be added.
CATTLE
be built and work on some of them
The building of the Tampico-Verhas been commenced. Construction has
maining on- the ground for sometime,
been started on a road running from
affording an unusual sight for south Cruz railroad will make it possible
for a large number of gold mines to
ern California.
to San Andreas de Tuctla and
of Depredations Rivera
ship their ores to this smelter. The Boldness
the Sierra Colorado also been begun
Damage in Oregon.
are
position
on a branch road to the San Isidro disPortland, Ore., Nov. 28. The crest mines placed in this'
Along Mexico Border
l"ose 01 lne "arenic canyon, among
of the high water which has existed 'U
trict.
Casino, Tur- Increasing.
in the WHliamette valley for the last tnem thfi Esperanza.
That Robert S. Lovett intends to
Q'Joise, Rayos del Sol, and Porfirio
week aa tho rpsi.n of ,,n0an
out the vast schemes mapped
carry
.
i
out by the late Edward Harrlman is
win irasa miu ine rt l
jui lulus, ...ill
RURALES
TO
A
bia river today and eventually find
clearly shown by this. One of them
TO
PRINCESS
BANQUET
its way to the ocean.
was the building of a road through
ALICE
COST
$500.
Unable to withstand the strain of
Central America, intended to become
Systematic Campaign is Planned ultimately the
the ever swelling flood longer, five
railroad
Nov. 27. Not the least
Pittsburg,
down
of which so much was heard" a few
the
rafts
with
log
river
Against the Notorious
swept
cn a list of expenses incurred during
terrific
speed,
years ago. The present activity of the
tearing small craft the recent campaign in this county
Outlaws.
from their moorings, carrying away and filed
Southern Pacific bids fair to make this
the
today by
Republican
everything movable lying in their county committee appears a bill of
El Paso, Texas. Nov. 27. Cattle tremendous undertaking a possibility.
path, and crashing into a boom near $500 far the dinner given to Mrs. Alice rustlers are
getting so bad in
Vancouver, setting adrift twenty-nin- e
Longwor'h at the Du i ern Mexico that Governor Creel of TEXAS BREWERS WILL
mammoth log rafts containing from quesne club. The occasion was the Chihuahua has been
FIGHT PROHIBITION.
appealed to send
ten to twelve' million 'feet of lumber. presence here of Congressman Long-- rurales
them. Droves of from
against
If not recovered the logs will entail worth and his wife during a
speaking forty to one hundred head are being Raise Money and Circulate Posters
a loss of $125,000.
tour of the state.
Calling Upon Citizens to Qualidriven from large ranches almost
fy to Vote.
daily. It is planned to make a syste- SOCIALISTS GAIN ANOTHER
THIS BEATS SHORT
matte campaign against the thieves
SEAT IN GERMAN REICHSTAG.
San Antonio, Tex., Nov. 27. A vigHAND WRITING. with the aid of the soldiers.
orous campaign has been planned by
Halle, Province of Saxony, Prussia,
Nov; 27. Herr Kunert, socialist, in a
St. Joseph, Mo., Nov. 27. At the FIRE AT COLORADO SPRINGS
the Texas Brewers' Association to
for a member of the reich-sta- meeting of the Missouri Valley ComCAUSES $100,000 DAMAGES. meet the exisencies of he state and
s,
for
defeated his mercial Teachers' Association H. O
Colorado Springs, Nov. 27. A fire punty elections next fall. A big fund
radical opponent by a vote of 25,553 Blaisdell of New York made a new which
been collected and will be devoted
originated in the basement of
The vacancy was caused world's typewriting record, writing the First National bank
tQ.,21,298.
building ear- - to furthering the political interest of
by the death of Karl Adolf Schmidt, 1,505 words from copy he had not ly this morning destroyed the furnish- candidates. Many thou- radical, who in the general election seen before in fifteen minutes. This ing gocds store of Parkins and Sher- - sands of
posters calling on the
large
of 1907 had an absolute majority over was a little more than 100, words a er. The fire was confined to that
citizens to pay their poll taxes and
part
two other candidates, one of whom minute. The previous high record of the hliildln?
This lrtce tirna Cmnnft thua nnf ttiamaQliraa
a nm.uinn
was Herr Kunert.
was ninety-fiv- e
words a minute.
covered by Insurance.
vote will be circulated.
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Mingo County, West Virginia,
Rent by Dissension of
the Clans.
Williamson,

27.

A

Work-ingme- n

1

Be Dying.

Nov.

IS

fcr relief from the "niercilessiiess' of Johnson's
father and members of his
the
"sugar trust," for in- f
onu
time
woman,
niily depaited for Chicago yesterday
last night.
The creased educational facilities for the
dead are Mr. and Mrs. William Bark children of working men,
to
make their future home with the
improve
of Frontenac, and three year old son. ment of
"extremely bad " sanitary con - i,aok champion in the property he re
The attack on Mrs. Berk is supposed unions,
application ot tne eignt Hour cently bought with his
to have been the motive for the mur- law, inspection
winnings in
of factories and work
der. Mr. liork presumably was killed sheps, prohibition of employment of big ring battles. Johnson was born
while defending his wife. This morn- young children and abolishment of here and for
years has claimed Gal- ing ihe Borks buggy was found in the convict labor was made today to Pres- veston as his home.
roadway with the dead body of the ident Taft, by a delegation repreFootball Worre Than War.
baby in it. The child presumably senting the Free Federation of
Richmond,
Va., Nov. 27. "Football
was slain
because the murderer
of Porto Rico. Representa- is worse than war
fare," said Col. John
wished to silence him.
tives of organized laber of that isl- S.
the
Mosby,
Confederate
guerilla
The searchers next came across the and told the President that more than
chieftain :md Inter lnmt mmmiseinnor
of
in
Berk
middle
body
of 000,000 agricultural and industrial
the
lying
.
v.,,,,.,, e.
uie loan some distance away, he be- - workers, including men, women and
maintained
that the great number of
The trail children of Porto Rico were
ing shot three times.
fatalities
so many murders,
represents
the dust led to a cornfield and ically and socially in deplorable
the searchers found the body of dition. The charge was made that and proclaims that the past and presMrs. Bork. She had been assaulted the legislative assembly dominated by ent ideals of manhood in the great
universities represents the
and was then shot through the heart, hie Unionist party, was committed American
difference between Stonewall Jackson
Mrs. Bork fought hard for life and aeainst the ennetmput nf laimr
and a pugilist. "Defenders of such
honor. Along the trail to the corn- - to better the condition of the
were found both of her slippers, ingrnen of that island, while capital sport say it develops manhood in
ribbons from her hair and her cloak, was afforded every opportunity to
youth," said Colonel Mosby. "I deny
had been a desperate struggle lize the resources to the detriment it, unless by manhood they mean physical strength."
in the field. Blood hounds have been and injury of the laboring class,
sent. for. The murderer left no clue.
Killed By Taxicab.
COOK SAILS FOR
Chicago, 111.. Nov. 27. James How
TELEPHONE GIRL GETS
EUROPE ON CARONIA. ard, for many years secretary of thp
$700 MONTH ALIMONY.
Washington Park Club, died this
27.
Nov.
Dr.
York,
Frederick '.Rg from injuries received from a taxical)Mrs. Mary B. Tower Given Divorce Cook sailed fcr Europe
He is know to the racing men
today on the
on the Grounds of Cruelty and
the world over.
steamer Caronia.

j

Honorable George Curry,
Governor of New Mexico,
Santa, Fe, New Mexico.
Slate Making.
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j
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Frontenac. Kas., Nov. 27. A lonely road north of here was the scene
ct' a triple murder and assault dn a

WORSE
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other side are alligned the closevWn
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of the Hatfields.
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Turkeys, Chickens,

Green Beans, Wax

Potatoes, Celery, Cucumbers,
Beans,

Feas,

w

Radish, Onions,

Chile, Bell Peppers, Grapes, Oranges,

Cauliflower,

Bannanas,

Beets,

Turnips,

TO A FRINGED GENTIAN.
Thou blossoms bright with Autumn
dew,
And colored with the heavens own
blue.
That openest, wlien the quiet light,
Succeeds the keer. and frosty night.

Itching Humor Broke Out on Tiny
Mite's Cheeks Would Tear His
Face Till Blood Streamed Down
Unless Hands were Bandaged
Spent$50en UselessTreatments.

with all cash purchases.

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Telephone

j

CURED

Thou waitest late and com'st alone
AVhen woods are bare and birds are
flown,
The frosts and shortening days por-

tirMs

Mtfistftr

tend,

Then doth thv sweet and quiet eye
Look through, its fringes to the sky;
P.lne blue as if the sky fall
A flower from its cerulean wall.

No. 40

Your Boy Will Need a Good School Suitj

KANTWEAROUT

& HERCULES BRAND

4.0 0

PRICES
FROM

$6.00

EVERY SUIT
GUARANTEED

and we had to
keep his little

j

hands wrapped up
all the time, and
if he would hap-

pen to get them
uncovered he
would flaw his

I would that thus, when I shall see
The hour of death draw near to me,
Hope, blossoming within my heart,
May look to heaven as I part.
William Cullen Bryant.

fare till the blood
streamed down on
We
his clothing.
called in a physibut
cian
a' once,
J
ointment which was o
scream when
would
severe
babe
that,
my
Z:
it was put, on. We changed doctors and
Sale of Sheep Isidoro Sandoval is medicines until we had spent fifty dolor more and baby was getting
delivering 10,000 head of sheep to W. lars
worse. I was so worn out watching
L. Trimble at. Albuquerque from herds
and caring for him night and day that
1 almost felt sure the disease wa3 inwest of the Rio Grande,
But finally reading of the
Death of Youn;; Man German Her-- ; curable.
good results of the Cuticura Remedies,
rcra, aged eighteen years, son of Mr. I determined to try them. I can truthand Mrs. Roque Herrera, died at Las fully say I was more than surprised, for
I bought only a dollar and a half's worth
'
Vegas after seven months' illness with of the Cuticura Remedies (Cuticura
did
tuberculosis.
Soap, Ointment and Pills), and they
more good than all my doctors' mediVeMore
Indictments at Las
Eight
cines I had tried, and" in fact entirely
gas The territorial grand jury at Las cured him. I will send you a phototaken when he was fifteen months
Vegas has returned eight more indiet-- ! graph
can see his face is perfectly
old and
Decoments as the result of their labors on clear of you
the least spot or scar of any
I
ever
have this trouble again,
thing. If
Thanksgi ving day.
will never think of doctoring but will
Ties Destoyed by Fire A small pile Isend
for the Cuticura Remedies at once.
of ties was destroyed at the Albuquer-flre- , As it is. I w. ild npver think of using
on any other than Cuticura Soap for my
que tie pickling works, by
to publish
babe. You are at
The
nisht.
Wednesday
damage this, it may help someliberty
distressed mother
amounted to only ?25.
M.
Mrs.
W.
as I was helped.
Comerer,
Three Plead Guilty In district Burnt Cabins. Pa.. Sept. 15, 1908."
mtlriini Sofi), f2flc). Ointriipnt, (50c), Resolvent
court at Las Vegas, Cipriano Martinez
(Hi ). and Cliorohitc! touted l'ills (2")C).27.are mid
world
Depots: London.
MANUFACTURER
pleaded guilty to robbing the Reed tlimuuhuutSf.;the Paris.
.V Hue de la Paix, Australia.
H
A
Towns
Arriea, I.ennon.
Co.
Svdney;
parber shop: Vidal Martinez pleaded Ltd Cane Town. Natal, etc South
Potter Unit! & C,hem
Sole Proos 137 Columons Ave.. Boston
JEWELER
guilty to sodomy and M. Romero to Corrt
nr Mailed Free Cuiir.ur Book on Skin rjiseaM
larceny of a horse.
Fingers Foreman Connolly of Dublin, Ireland, and a
2S8S" ' Crushed Four
Beatty at the Belen yards of the San- tmrd by Colonel G. A. Gearhart of
ta Fe system yesterday had four fing- New York.
ers crushed while unloading a car of
&
May Have to Go to Reform School
coal.
He was brought to the AlbuWeidman lias been rearrested at
Gus
querque hospital hospital for medical
Every Description of work in our line done to order
Albuquerque and will probably be sent
aiiention.
to the reform school at Springer.
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Weddings at Albuquerque
George "Weidman had admitted robbing
a
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Pur Repairing a Specialty
D. Grandt and Miss Hazel Spalding store and
fire to a barn but
setting
were married by Rev. John A. Shaw, sentence had been
Send for prices for tanning and lining
suspended upon the
pastor of the Baptist church at Albu- promise that his parents would send
furs and hides for rugs and robes
querque, and Bodo Albert Martins and him to school. But the parents have
Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
Miss Carrie Adeline Burnett were mar failed to do this and therefore young
General
436 Canon Road FRANK F- - GORMLEY
lied at the home of the bride's par- Weidman has been ordered to be
19
Merchandise
Phono Black
ents.
SANTA FE, N. M.
brought into court.
Three Lectures on Sunday On last
Sunday at Farmington, San Juan
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
county, three addresses were delivered at Allen's hall, one by Judge Take L X TIVK KKOMO Quinine Tablets'
refund money if It fails to cure
John R. McFie, a second by James RDruPKists
W. GKOVK'S
signature is on each
WHOLESALE

If you wantCa gocd pair ofShoes
for the boy try a pair ofj
BULL'S EYE or BUSTER BROWN Make
They will wear and cost you no
more than other makes.

CALL AND SEE THEM

I

CALL

OS. COMPANY.

WE HAVE THEM

"TVhpn my little boy teas two and a
half months old he broke out on both
cheeks
with eczema. It was the
itchv, watery kind

j

Incorporated 1903

SELIGM

BY CUTICURA

AT COST OF BUT $1.50

i

The aged year is near his end.

inter Grocery Co.
i

j

unseen,
Or columbines, in purule dressed.
Xod o'er the ground bird's hidden nest.

ulVG

Established 1856.

ran

WATBff

j

Thou coniest not. when violets lean,
O'er wandering brooks and spring

and all kinds of Nuts.

flash

BM'STfflBLt

I'HE DAILY ROUND UP.

Sweet

Cranberries,

Ducks,
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SEE FOE YOURSELF

Ap

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

FOR

PO Box 219.

A

HALF CENTURY

Phone 36

THE LEADING DRY GOODS

j

HOUSE

IN THE

CITY.

'

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

j

Jewelry Silverware,
rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Lea ther Ebony

j

j

i

St. Michael's CoUege
Santa Fe, New Mexico

i

Goods.

S.

'

j

Spitz

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

CERRILLO

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithirg

Box, 25c.

iTO-NIGH-

Lump

5

Coal.

I

T

Mi

Steam Coal.

Sawed Wood and Kindling,

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

,

Pmxm COMMERCIAL LITERARY
& SCIENTIFIC

Academic and Preparatory Courses
form Separate Depaitmcnls

cdccu
LUUO
rrLOII cone
CREAM

&

MILK

BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.

Send for Prospectus

Studies resumed September 1st.
BROTHER HERMES. President

Undertaker and Embalmer
J. D.'MULLIQAN
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NIWHT PHOXK
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Given Careful
Personal Attention
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oFpros;
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TASTEFULLY
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SATISFACTORILY
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DONE.

Telephone No 148 Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

Telephone 85

Telephone 85

TRY OUR

i

Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

FURRIER

Woo

AND RETAIL

miJiK

CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

.

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER
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.
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All

WWENOWMEAD.W TOO GOOD TO ME
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j

Also Good fo
SOLE AGENTS

XS--z-

j

Chickens

X

r

"

;j

WSR

IXJM0

T7J
JSji
SUSPICIOlpS

AND THAT WAGON LOOKS

MIGHTY

fc

I

tjJil

FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour, Hay,

LEO BEHSCH

llpl

Grate, Potatoes,

Salt aniseeds

;

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA EE.

DIAMONDS

Ha

C. YOilTZ

WATCHES

MANUFACTURER OF

Right Prices
Right Goods
Right Service

MEXICAN FILIGREE

;WtLKT

Eyes Tested and
Fitted by Up-to- Date Methods

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

345 San Francisco St.

m
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THE QUALITY! unless the drugs are of the perfect quality, fresh, patent and pure
the medicine is not going to produce the results expected, Let us fill your prescriptions
ana sausiacuon is assurea you.
i ana miuvylluul wnn ine. rignt Kind ana
class or drugs mvite all your prescription business.

riLii

THERE'S SAFETY. TOO,

w

m

"

IS

IN TRADING HERE

Valium ir""

"

..

OOK'S PHARMACY
PHONES NO 2 18

VERIFY IT

HOTEL ACACIA
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Cor. 6th.
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hot mid

cold

running water uiki
blfiini heat.
KATKS 75o day special terms by niontb;
W'ulilnirton St, Car direct to door.
M. I BaKK . l'rop.
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is in

Citizens Rejoice Over the Honor Paid Youthful Criminal Who Escaped From
Chief Justice by President
Sentence Changed.
Taft.
The public statement of a Santa Fe
citizen is in itself strong proof for
Albuqiu rque, X. M., Nov. 27. The
(Las Vegas Optic.')
Santa Fe people, but confirmation
"First in the hearts of the people case of tlu Territory versus
strengthens the evidence.
Here is a Santa Fe citizen who tes- of the county of San Miguel," was the Torres, charged with murdering Isolds
e
of the ebullient nml vocifer- P.eni'f'u ld. a colored man, on April 5
tified years a?o that Doan's Kidney
taken up in the district court
Pills relieved sick kidneys and now ouhly applauded
address delivered laststates the cure was permanent. Can Wednesday evening by Hon. Charles ' ytsteruay sfienion. following the read-A- .
any sufferer from kidney ills ask betSpiess in the presence of a great i" of th" verdict in the Zamora case,
ter proof? You can investigate. The and enthusiastic throng of citizens Peneti Id died in the hosiiial on April
case is right at home.
of the county to Chief Justic William j"' from the results of injuries alleged
Lino Romero, Palace avenue, Santa .1. Mills, congratulating him upon hisL llau' ,"''" received at the hands of
Fe, X. M.. says: "I know that Doan's selection by President Taft as gover- - Torres the previous night. The
Pills fulfill the claims made for llor 0f New Mexico and still morej''1 I)uin was pounded to death while
Rob
;l cell at the city jail.
them. If I were not confident of this warmly congratluating the people of he
'
fact, I could never have been induced Kw Mexico upon their good fortune ert Kincaid, a cook, was the only man
to give this remedy my endorsement. j securing for the executive head of in J11'1 " the night the affair occurred.
There was a dull ache in the small of j
territorial government a man who wi,u ' exception of Tones and I5em-m- y
back that bothered me for a long combines in such high degree the' field. Kincaid was the chief witness
time and had by spells been the cause ,milities of practical statesman, sag- - for the prosecution yesterday and told
ui acU)Us business man. eminent jurist "is suuj wun mucn auenuon to ue-of my laying on irom woik. tor
tail. Kincaid was locked in a cell and!
courteous gentleman.
three days. Doan's Kidney Pills,
cured at Stripling, Burrows & Co.'s; The whole celebration of the even- did not see any trouble between Tor-drug store, brought me entire relief ing was such a genuine, earnest arid res and the colored man, but declared!
on the witness stand yesterday that he
and the few slight attacks of back- spontaneous expression of the
good
heard an awful racket during the
ache I have had since then have quick- will of the
people of this community
I will alI he
witness stated that he had
ly yielded to this remedy.
towards Judge Mills and of their con 'night.
ways hold a high opinion of Doan's fidence and esteem, that the occasion been arrested for drtinkness and
Kidney Pills."
must ever remain one of the bright- - admitted that he was "awful drunk."
Mr. Romero save the above testi- est in his
however, that, he sobered
It,
was late He declared,
memory.
i
1,
monial in January, 1907, and when in- in iha Anv bofnro lha owo hennmn ....
iv unutlv ill. li ht and talk- ul'
terviewed on June 29. 1909, he said: -- ,,0r..,iiv- - 'irp,,it,i th-Prci. 1 with hot h Torres and Benefield,
"I can speak as highly of Doan's Kid- h
Jud
yyMst
t0
,(,IK,(Kirpd
the who had not been locked in cells, but
pu(
ney Pills now as v. cen I pumiciy en appointment as governor and that the,'eninved the libertv nf tbe eriri'idor Acdorsed them two and a half years ago. tender had been
to Kincaid Torres made a ties
accepted. Before cording
This remedy always gives me the de-- j the shades of the
peraie attempt to murder him at
deei-ene- d
had
evening
sired benefit when I use it."
bondfires were blazing on all twelve o'clock at night following the
colw
c
''- --j
ful
sides of the plaza, red fires was fiacas bet ven the native and the
Co Buffalo
ored man.
cents. Foster-MilburNew York, sole agents for the Lmted
"He came to my cell," said Kincaid.
OL1LeB- "and armed with a stove pamper seA
.
mammoth
.
.
torchlight
parade,
'
Kememoer tne name uoan s auu headed
by illuminated automobiles cured from the heating stove in the
take no other.
and the E. Romero Hose Company, jail, pounded on the padlock tor nearly
marched to the music of the May- - and hour in an effort to break it and
In the matter of the estate of
flower band from the plaze to the cen-- ! set at me. I poked my hand through
M. McKenzie, deceased.
of the city and thence to the the bars to push him away and he
tor
Notice is hereby given that the third; .
judge s residence on Seventh street, smashed me with the damper, break-I3?'
Chief Justice and Mrs. Mills came out ing a bon in my nana.
Z' said day,
the forenoon
on the veranda while the mighty
Kincaid stated that he called for as
of the probate judge of Santa Fe counstood with uncovered heads, sistance for more than three hours, t
throng
the
for
fixed
ty, is the time and place
Mr. spiess delivered a brier, earnest without avail, Torres all the time ex- hearing on the final report of Hortense address .every sentiment of which erting himself to the utmost to get
esMcKenzie, administratrix, of said
was cheered to the echo.
into his cage.
tate.
The orator called attention to the
Benefield was evidently smashed on
VICTOR ORTEGA,
fine record made by Judge Mills as a the head and other parts of his body
Probate Judge.
member of both houses of the Con- with the damper while he was sleepnecticut
state legislature, of the es- ing, as he was a man of powerful build
cures
Foley's Honey and Tar
teem
in
which he was held while a and could have easily handled Torres
the
strengthens
quickly,
coughs
member of the New Mexico bar, and in a physical encounter. Benefield was
genGet
the
colds.
and
expels
lungs
uine in a yellow package. Sold by all of the splendid service he has render- buried here, attempts made to reach
ed the territory while serving as chief his folks proving unsuccessful.
druggists.
justice. While he expressed regret! It is understood that the defense for j
The seals and record books for no- that these services were not to be Torres will consist in an effort to
terminated, he heartily congratulated provu that he was insane while in jail,!
taries public for sale by the
the citizens of New Mexico that they had been for some time previous and
at
very
Printing Company
reasonable rates. Seals for incorpor- were to have as the incumbent of is still of unsound mind,
The case is being prosecuted for the
ated companies are also handled. Call the gubernatorial chair a man of
at or address the New Mexican Print- such ripe experience, tried wisdom, territory by District Attorney G. S.
staunch integrity and eminent legal Klock. Attornew Manuel V. Vigil isj
ing Company, Santa Fe. New Mexico.
ability. When the speaker declared defending Torres. The case will prob-- j
ilmi" ha emiM cmr
flinf nKI,. iitt ov in fliti
all
tit,trt,.t. trimr.r.
created
Coffee
is
Health
Dr. Shoop's
the
and
row.
record
virtues
public
private
from pure parched grains, malt, nuts,
Zamora Found Guilty.
etc. no real coffee in it. Fine in of Judge Mills had been such that
Pedro Zamora, the young man on
No he held first place in the hearts of
flavor is "made in a minute."
bailing. the people of this county and was trial for an attack with a deadly weap20 or 30 minutes tedious
in
held
the
esteem
in
of
Sario
on
Armijo,
every
highest
upon the person
Sample free. Frank Andrews.
corner of the territory, the applause was found guilty, according to a ver- -

Ask toar Wife
0,nai1 living In
faA property Icnirs to
hotif-of her own.
a
pet Into
There are hundreds of thlnes
she would like to do to make her
rwn home more oonfortable,
attractive and pleasant Nearly
every woman is a money saver
and shewlll helpyou wonderfully
to pay for a borne.

color-Kidne-

of any Military School in the Union. Ix.cated
n the beautiful
Pco Valy the garden
West
of
the
at an e'evattor. of 3,700
spot
feet above sea level, sunshine everv day, but
lute rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers and Insiructc-s- , ail graduates from stardard eastern colleges Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
aud modern lr all respects.
REGENT." E. A. Gaboon, President; W
G. Hamlltou, Vice President; J. Pbelps White,
Traasnre.-- ; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A Fllyan
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
address.
COL. IA. W. WILLION,
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Ornamental Doors
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perfection from our
the wood is
because
LLumber)
and
in
particular
every
perfect
to

free from every imperfection of
ikaots, cracks and warpings.
Evrery foot of it is thoroughly
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so
it can be absolutely relied upon;
and
bycarpentars and builders,archiall sensible, wide-awatects hereabouts particularly
mention our Lumber in their
specifications.
ke

Charles W. Dudrow
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Point

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
mu for coi.ege or for business life. Great
a'uount of open air work. Healthlets. location

pro-j.(I-

We willsel you a very desirable, hou.e on payments which
rent money will make
jour
don't wait. Begin now paying
for your home.
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Army Ofl.cers Detailed by War Department.
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New Mexico Military Institute
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Santa Fe Almost at
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REFORM SCHOOL

Your Door.
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CAUEJJTE HOT SPRINGS.

the richest alkalin Hot Springs In th
world. The efficiency of these waters
tested by th
has been thoroughly
miraculous cures attested to In th
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright't
Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
and Mercurial Affections.
Scrofula,
Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Complaints, etc. Board, lodging and bath-inJ2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
Stage meets Denver
per month.
trains and waits for Santa Fe train
This resort is attracupon request.
tive at all seasons and Is open all
winter. Passengers for Ojo Calient
can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
fese waters contain 1,626.24 grains same day. For further partlculart
of alkaline salts te the gallon, being address:
t,
These celebrated Hot Springs are
located in the midst of the Ancient
miles west
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
miles
north of Santa
if Taos, and fifty
from Bar-ncmiles
twelve
Fe, and about
Station, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railroad, :rom which point a
laily line of stage runs to the springs.
The temperture of these waters is
from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate
..he entire
very dry and delightful
Fear round. There U now a commod-iou- c
hotel for the convenience of invalids and tourists. People suffeing
from consumption, cancer, and other
iintniriniii licaaaea ofa not fWontoil

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
Oj

C.li

Proorietor.

nt. Tais.

Coantv NM

Wells Fargo k Company
Express
General Express Forwarders
TO

,

i

All Parts of the World

--

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE
OF
AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS

ly appreciative was the throng when Zamora was charged with cutting Ar-- ,
the speaker said. "And for yet an- - mijo with a knife during a street
other reason success must crown brawl which occurred near Robinson
jyour work of administering the public park on September 5. Armijo was in-- :
affairs of this territory, for there will dieted for the same offense aud will
go with you to the executive mansion probably be tried later during the
j that noble and
splendid woman, whom term. Sentence was not pronounced
we shall delight to honor as the first on Zamora by the court yesterday.
Lasater to be Tried.
lady of the territory."
Judge Mills, in a voice sometimes; The case of the Territory versus
choked with repressed emotion, re- - John L. Lasater, indicted in Valencia
sponded to the meritorious tribute county on a murder charge, will be
that had been accorded him. He said ttiken up in the Bernalillo county dis-thwhile the high honor had come tuct court, on December 3, a change
to him tnsought that he would con-- , of venue, having been granted by the
tinue to give his most earnest and court. Lasater is charged with
efforts should he be ing a person during a fiesta near Los
finally called to the position of gov- - Lunas some three years ago.
ernor, tof the service of the people j
Holstern Goes to Penitentiary,
of the territory, as he had given themj
Truxton Holstern, the youth who
in the discharge of his duties on the plead guilty to
larceny and burglary
bench. No place would ever be dear- - during the present term of court, and
er to him than Las Vegas and no who made things warm for the
could ever hold higher place fleers by escaping from the county jail
in his esteem than the people of this here while awaiting transfer to the
He believed that the efforts j form school at Springer and again by
of the people to achieve statehood escaping from Sheriff Jesus Romero,
would soon be crowned with success after he had brought him back from
nrd that he would have the pelasure Las Vegas, will not go to the reform
of surrendering the reins of govern- school, but will be sent to the penment to the one whom the people itentiary for a term of from one, to
should chose. In behalf of himself three years, according to a committand Mrs. Mills he expressed heart- ment issued by Judge Ira A. Abbott
felt thanks for the splendid tribute yesterday.
that had been accorded.
New Suit Filed.
Could there have been any doubt in
Heacock & Loughary, attorneys for
the mind of any one as tp the hold M W7isbrun, filed a suit in the district
that Judge Mills has upon the people court yesterday, asking judgment
of this community, that doubt would against Schwartzman
and With for
have been effectually removed had $687.02, alleged to be due on account.
that one been a member of the throng
that greeted the next, and, it may be SEVERIANO QUINTANA
hoped, the last territorial governor.
IS RELEASED.
The gathering was wholly
and after the speeches citizens No Material Evidence Could Be Found
of all shades of political belief throngConnecting Him With Hatton
ed about the judge and his wife to exMurder.
press personal congratulations.
Severiano Quintana, aged seventeen
FIVE THOUSAND DOLLAR
years, has been released from jail at
FIRE AT SUNNYSIDE. Santa Rosa, no evidence of tangible
kind being adduced to connect him in
Merchandise Store of Nicholas Madrid any way with the murder of Sallle
Was Burned to the Ground
Hatton. The efforts of Captain Fred
Fornoff and Mountd Policeman W. E.
Thursday Night.
On Thanksgiving night, fire destroyDudley to secure damaging testimony
ed the general merchandise store of from the
boy were unavailable and he
Nicolas Madrid at Sunnyside, Guada- has returned to his home at La Lien-dre- ,
lupe county, where the Guadalupe
San Miguel county.
County Teachers' Association convened yesterday. The restaurant adjoin- If you desire a clear complexion
ing the store was also destroyed. The take Foley's Orino Laxative for conj store and restaurant
occupied a frame stipation and liver trouble && It will
structure and nothing could be done stimulate these organs and thoroughto check the flames although the fire ly cleanse your system, which is what
I
was discovered before it had gained every one needs In order to feel well.
Eiiich headway. The loss is $5,000.
Sold by all druggists.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Farg :

DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aaent

j

j

j

MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
Mechanical
College courses are offered in Agriculture, in
C'vil and Electrical Engineering and in Household Economics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agricul-

ture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
for self support.
For Catalogue and further information, address the President

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.

'

W. E.

Garrison,

Agricultural College, N. Mex.

Hew Livery Ham
at Lowitzki's old Stand

1

310 San Francisco St.
Hacks

For Hire
SINGLE RIGS, SURRIES
& SADDLE HOHSKS

DAY

OR NIGHT

No parsons with contagious disease allowed in our hacks

We will give you prompt and efficient
service and solicit a part of your trade
We keep one hack for calls only

Tno
1

Boa Caspar Avenue

Wil ams&Risinffv-

the Best of Everything in Our Line

A. F. SFIEGELBERG,
Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios.

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work.
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Oilier Gems.

527 San Francisco St.

ONLY
of

the finest

SANTA FE, N. M.

TESr SALE

Embroideries

i

White Goods

EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
ALL OP THE VERY
LATEST AND NEWtSST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS

.

PHO
USD

139

CHAS. CLOSSO

OUR MOTTO: To have

non-partis-

CALLS ANSWERED

'Phone 9

INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY

SOLICITED

;

J

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO.

t GE

FUUR.
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THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGESEditor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasure-
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Daily, six months, by mail

25
,
eeIdy per year
75
six months
Weekly,
65
7.00 Weekly, per quarter

PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It
very postoffica in the Territory, and has a large anl growing
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
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EASLEY,

Attorney-at-Law- .

Land and Mining business a specialty.
. .
Santa Fe
New Mexico
CATRON & CATRON,
Counsellors-at-Law- .
Office: Catron Block.
.
Santa Fe
New Mexico

Attorneys and

G. VOLNEY HOWARD,

and Counseler at Law
Practices in all courts of Territory
Attorney

Speaks Spanish.
'Phone 192 Black.
Rooms IS and 19,
Lauhlin Block
Santa Fe, N. M.
RENEHAN & DAVIE3.
fcC.
p. Davlea,

A. B. Renehan,
n

Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Practice in the Supreme and District Courts. Mining and Land Law a
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
Santa Fe' New Mexico

THE

HOLT

HOTEL

F

H. M. DOUGHERTY,
Attorney-at-Law- .

of the Best Hotel in the West

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

....
....

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory. Office:

Dirge Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

Unexcelled

.

in the District Courts aa
well as before, the Supreme Court of
the Territory.
Las Cruces
New Mexico

yiILHAM V AUGHN pROP.J

'

SUTHERLAND,

Practic

-

Cuisine and
Table Service

&

Attorneys-at-Law-

i

One

r.

CHARLES

(Late Surveyor General)

law-know-

nine-tenth-

New Mexico

Practice in the District and Supreme Courts. Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
Santa Fe
New Mexico-

j

lKttj

.

.

E. C. ABBOTT,
.

Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money orT the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security.
Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to ail parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as" are given by any money transmiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank-- 5
ing. Safety deposit boxes ior rent. The patronage of the

g

WALTERTnr'

Attorney-at-Law-

Capital Stock,
$150,000
Undivided
and
Profits, 75,000
Surplus

2

-

.

Attorney-at-Law-

The Oldest Banking Institution in
flew Mexico. Established in 1870

vy

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.PAUL A." V.

OF SATA FE.

throw their hands up and abandon any
attempt to fight an established system.
1
have done all I could to help promising young men whom I have found in
ino service, and in some instances I
have succeeded in getting them out of
the service entirely and into other
work move suited to their talents.'
"Entertaining this opinion, it is not.
Rrp,.jsjn, tnat Mr. MeHarg himself
i,
,a
i,na ,.opn f,t tft ti
ing to return to the practice of law in

Professional Cards

Cashier.
Assistant Cashier.

H. VAUGHN,

The Fi rs

.--

j

J. rALcR, President

L. A. HUSHES,

enterprise.
nality
" 'The man who goes into a govern53.75 ment department,' he says, 'finds him2 00 self bound down by a wilderness of red
which it practically is
1.00 tape, against
impossible to struggle. If he attempt
75 to
chance these conditions, he is
charged with being sensational and
seeking notoriety. This is one reason
2o per cent of inefis sent to why there is
ficiency in government service. Men
circulation who come in
eager to do big things

GETS PEACHES AND PURE FOOD LAW.
BUSY.
Congress will be asked for morel
tor-food legislation at the coming
;
of
E.
the
pure
Van
E.
Horn,
Inspector
ritoriai came sanitary ooaro, was ai session. It is true, pure food stat-- j
Estancia yesterday testing dairy cows mrs are necessarily more or less to- for tuberculosis. Similar work has ciaiistic in their tendencies, but like
been done at Las Vegas and at other prohibition laws, are intended for the
points and will also be done at Santa protection of the public against ccii
yo"k
Fe. It. is in charge of competent, phy- ditiens and influences otherwise not
are advantages as well as
"There
New
Mexico, which
sicians of the V. S. bureau of animal controllable.
in the holding of a govdisadvantages
of
raises
not
the finest peaches,
only
industry and is similar to work done the huiiKtn
ernment position. "While a man re
also
but
thosj
variety
by the bureau all over the country in
in orchards, is especially in- tains it he is sure of his salary, and if
the determined effort to stamp out grown
in legislation
terested
that is pro- be can adjust his expenditures to his
tuberculosis among cattle and to elimthe
for
government of the can- salary he experiences the benefits of a
inate all possible sources for infect- posed
ning industry; that will compel sheltered life. But there are drawing human beings.
peachi s for canning to be peeled by backs as well as delights. He is not.
The last legislature passed a
hand or mechanical
means rather obliged to overwork, but he runs the
as Council Bill Xo. 3t, which than with chemicals.
risk of degenerating into a mere piece
provides for the repression of contagWhen Congress meets in Decem- of machinery; and he is very likely
ious and infectious diseases among ber, one of the questions to lie thrash- to discover that his
expenditures adcattle and horses and provides for the ed out will undoubtedly be the revi- just themselves to his income, no maextirpation of such diseases so as to sion of the pure food laws to meet tter how liberal it may be, expanding
protect the public health. The cattle the demands of the general body of eventually to its entire amount.
sanitary board s charged with the re- consumers for still further improve"Now and then there is a govern- sponsibility of enforcing the provis- ments in the methods in vogue in ment employee v, ho manages to save
ions of this law. The law is an excel- many food factories.
a litttp llllt lTptl mOTl
r the Cvnnn.
One of the points overlooked in the'..
.
lent one and properly enforced, will
.
s
tion. The rule is that,
of
Mexico
in the front ranks original act was the treatment of:
place New
men who get into the government
the
among the states in the progressive peaches and apricots in canning service become
fossils. Far better is
movement to protect the public health plants. It. is the practice of many
it for the average young man to take
and insure the sanitary condition of canneries to immerse peaches in a!
his chances in the world, keeping all
1he meat and milk producing animals. boiling solution of caustic soda and
his faculties alive and his independThe cattle sanitary board has secur- allow the fruit to stew in this chemence unimpaired."'
ical
are
the
skins
the
until
of
fruit
ed the
of the V. S. bureau
of animal industry in conducting a tu- eaten loose. The fruit is then put
HOW EL PASO VIEWS IT.
berculin test of the dairy cattle of the through several washings until the
skins
are
This
washed
away.
process
The
El Paso Herald, always friendly
been
The
work has
organizterritory.
is about a cent and a half or two
ed and the testing is now being done
to
New
Mexico, voices commendation
ppnts ;i pnn plipnnpr thnii i,flinr Viv
by competent veterinarians. During
atten- of the selection of Chief Justice Mills
knife.
Those
who
are
calling
1he winter all dairy cattle in towns
tion to this chemical treatment say for the governorship as follows:
having a population of 500 or more in- that the use of the
is not. the
"The selection of Chief Justice W. J.
habitants, and all dairy cattle from worst feature of the lye
but conprocess,
which products pre sold in siirl lowns.
to be governor of New Mexico is
Mills
tend that in order to use this cheap
will be tested for tuberculosis. By
is
to
it
approved throughout the ter
generally
peeling process
necessary
next year it, is probable that the work use
green and unripe fruit for can- ritory. Justice Mills is an, old timer in
will be extended to include all dairy
ning.
Ripe fruit will not. stand the New Mexico, and married into a
pio
cattle in the territory.
lye process but becomes discolored
neer
The symptoms of tuberculosis are and
He has lived long enough
family.
in
soda.
the
caustic
disintegrated
not sufficiently prominent, except .in The little flavor which the
unripe in the territory to become thoroughly
advanced stages, to enable one to diag- peaches have is killed by the lye
with be,- - neonle. her needs
nose the disease by physical examina- treatment so that the result is a acquainted
tion. The cattle may be apparently in woody, tasteless, canned peach which and her aspirations.
"Without reflecting in the slightest
good health and yet have tuberculosis depends for flavor on the syrup which
in such form that they are capable of is added in the canning process.
degree upon others who were mentionThe way to tell a
spreading the disease. Consequently
peach ed for the appointment, it is neverthe- k is necessary to use some diagnostic is tft WilSh nwflv the svrnn fmrl then less
"disputable that the appointment
agent in locating the disease. For this taste the fruit. If it is tasteless and
a
of
very recent arrival or of an out
purpose the tuberculin test is recog- pulpy the chances are it is a
side man would have been resented in
nized as being the most certain means
peach.
In the several washings to wlii'jh some
of diagnosing the disease.
quarters. It is better that the
The tuberculin used in making the the peach is subjected after it is peel
choice has fallen upon one who is both
most
chemical
of
ed
the
is
tin
by lye,
tests is the sterilized and filtered
an old resident and a man acceptable
glycerine extract of pure cultures of doubtedly washed away but if any of
tuberculosis germs. It is the cooked it is left the consumer gets it with to the people of the territory regard- product of the eerms but does not con- ins iruu.
less of politics.
tain any of the germs. It cannot thereCongress did not mention this sub"Speaking broadly, the appointing
fore produce the disease and is as ject in the pure food laws, consein the territories should not be
power
harmless as so much distilled water. quently the canners who use this
When injected into a healthy animal method are not compelled to state used to appoint a man who could not
no results whatever follow, but if the the fact on their labels. The pr&-jo- r
woud not be electel by the people
animal has any tuberculosis a decided
under
ordinary conditions of free
reaction takes plaes and the temper- enactment of a measure to remedy cboice.
It is fortunate that the presthis
defect.
ature of the animal rises.
If this movement proves successful ent appointment is in a sense a
All animals which are found to be
tuberculous will be condemned and de- every canner will have to state on his
appointment. The present
stroyed and the owner naid for such label if the peaches he used were governor is not of a sort to build up a
animals on a basis provided for in the neeled bv caustic soda nr ativ other
Pwerful central political machine. It
law, which is two thirds of the ap- chemical. That of course will put. the
to
consumer.
If
the
h
expected that he will give the terri-the- y
question
up
right
praised value not to exceed SG3 for
would as soon eat fruit which tory during his term a conservative,
ftich value.
do K,
The work is important both from a has ' been soaked in lye they can
T to businesslike administration, fa r and
so.
course
of
will
Many
prefer
of
econpublic health and
standpoint
have their fruit handled in the good S(luare. anJ progressive without reck-olomy. The agricultural interests are
fashioned kitchen way, bv knife-- ! lessness.
developing rapidly and as the climatic
which also means much for
peeling,
"From the very nature of his office,
conditions are favorable for the breedthe quality of canned fruit by keep- ho
of
and
has been barred for years from exing
raising fancy stock the time
the original fruit flavor.
is not far distant when this industry ing intact
ConseThe last two years have seen a traordinary political activity.
will be an important one in this terrigreat advance in the methods used quently he will not go to the governor
tory. By eradicating the small amount in various canneries and with the new
ship bearing the illwill or jealousy of
of existing infection and testing all in- law a still further
advance in the any faction; nor will he be under
coming breeding animals it will be a
of wholesome
production gations to any faction,
comparatively easy matter to keep the will be assured. When the processes
"The principle of home rule is fully
herds free from tuberculosis and thus employed in canneries are known to
and, the appointment will
maintained,
save heavy losses in the future.
be perfectly wholesome, there will be
This is a matter in which every in- a greater use of canned fruits and indirectly strengthen President Taft
in the territory."
habitant is interested and the public tne hnal result will be profitable for
should fully support and
all concerned, including the farmer
Bernalillo county authorities are
with the authorities in the work.
who will get a greater market for
compelling even the Pueblo Indians to
his product.
send their children to school. Some
Judge Ben Lindsey is right when he
counties
have not yet reached the
maintains that it is the duty of the
McHARG ON OFFICE HOLDING.
where they will do as much for
point
public authorities to look after widows
Hon. Ormsby
well remem- the white children, but the cause of
and orphans, the paupers and the crip- bered in Santa MeHarg,
Fe, while in Rutland, public education in New Mexico has
pled. The better these are taken care Vt., the other day,
according to the received a mighty uplift of late and
of the better for the community. Pri- Rutland
News, delivered himself of; tomorrow will be quite a different day
vate charity has large fields to cover
rattier
opinions on the in consequence in the commonwealth
without attending to that which should Dane or revolutionary
omce holding, of which he has than was yesterday or than is today.
be a tax upon the entire community had so wide an
experience. Despite
and not only a few individuals. Neg- rather
lively experineces in New MexThe scepter has departed from Ros-welect on part of the authorities in this ico he
maintains that office holding is
and is again in the possession of
respect has a detrimental effect upon tame and-lacsufficient excitement Las Vezas. Governors Otero and Mills
citizenship, if in nothing else than in and strenuosity, for which reason the and Acting Governor Raynolds are Las
neglected children growing up to use- New Mexican would ask him to try be- -' Vegas menwhile Governors Hager-in- g
less manhood and womanhood. Unfora mounted policeman on the New man and Curry and
Acting Governor
tunately, for financial reasons mainly, Mexico range. His views .are in- - Jaffa hail from Roswell, although
New Mexico has not kept pace in its
in view of the fact that fax, Lincoln and Otero counties also
public agencies for the care of the inreports rrom tne east nave it that, lay claim to Governor Curry.
digent and ' unfortunate, with other me national administration has an
state.?.
other job in storage for him, a judicial
The fact that eighty three men, most
one in New Mexico, a territory for of them holding minor nositions. hav
It looks as if Speaker Cannon is los- - which he seems to have peculiar and been dismissed from the custom serv- in itself a
lag his grip. When a public man per- - lasting affection. Says the Rutland jce in New York, is not
j
mits himself to get angry in public on News:
There should
pTQot 0fhousecleaning.
account of political attacks made on
"la it an enviable thing for a young be proof that the right men have been
him, It is an indication that the other man to secure appointmant to a feder- - dismissed and that the fellows higher
al office? Ormsby MeHarg voluntarily up have not been overlooked.
fellow has found a vulnerable spot.
CATTLE
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SANTA FE, N. M.

MEXICAN,

a positive opinion, an emphatieal
'Xo.' his main reason being that such
a position offers no scope for origi-

-

r.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily per week by carrier
Daily, per month, by carrier
Daily, per month, by mail
Daily, per year, by mail

VK

retiring from the position of assistant
secretary of the department of com
merce and labor, after an incumbency
of six months, has given utterances to

(

Vice-Preside-

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.

SANTA

Socorro

New Mexico

WILLIAM McKEAN,

WASHINGTON AVENUE

Attorney-at-Law-

.

Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico

Taos

NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS,
G. Northcutt, (
C. J. Roberta,

AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN

Jesse

Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Offices: Raton, N. M., and Trinidad, Colorado.
G. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk. Santa Fe, N. M.

HOTEL
.

E. LACOME.

j

GEORGE w. BARBEh,
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .

Proprietor

Practices in the District Court and
Supreme Courts of the Territory.
Prompt attention given to all business.
Lincoln County
Nev Mexico

Commodious Sample Room

d

Long Distance Telephone Station.

EDWARD C. WADE,

d

Attorney-at-La-

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room
a Good One,

I

FIRST CLASS CAFE
.IN CONNECTION

Offices.

j

non-politic-

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land

FSKSS THE BUTTON

"WE DO

Las Cruces

THE REST.

AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN

Territorial District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora counties.

Las Vegas

j

ZHE

CORONADO

HOTEL

Fiist Class Kestau.ram.t in.
RATES 50c and up
G. LUPE HERRERA Prop,
OPEN Day & Night
Santa Fe New Mexico- CJC3:13a-ectiola-

First Class and TiuroiiEliIy

HOTEL MODERN
CORNER

Hot

and

Cold Water

In Every Room

DON GASPAR AND WATER STREET

Spacious Sample Booms
For Commercial Travelers

Steam BeaN M
!
Electric Light,
Modern Baths.

-

-

New Mexico

C

H.
"UTNAM,
U. 8. Court Commissioner

and
Conveyancer.
LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.
Correspondents asking Information
concerning the Territory of New Mexico promptly answered
.
Texico
New Mexico
R. W. WITTMAN,
'
Draftsman.;
4
Copies furnished of records 6n file
U. S. Surveyor General's Office.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico.

NEEL
Geo. M. Neel.

&

COOPER,
Robt. L. Cooper.

Graduate Irrigation Engineers,
Surveys, plans, maps, estimates,
construction, water suddIv and iiniv.
Office: Catron Block, Santa Fe. N. M.

HERE IS

A VERY

EXCEPTIONAL

OPPORTUNITY

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRICE
FROM NOW
ON UNTIL

CHRISTMAS:

JOHN K. STAUFFER,
Notary Public.
Santa Fe
New Mexico
Office with the New Mexican Print
ing Company.

TIME TABLE OF

BEST LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
WORK EVER DISPLAYED
IN SANTA Fill

LOCAL TRAINS
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
Train leaves for the north at 10:

Don't
FaU
to
Call
and

Inspect

Excellent

Assortments of

Burned Leather Goods
Burned Wooden Placques
11 Kinds
of brawn Work
leather Pillows Tops

Many

other
articles
?

that
attract

'

--

-

JONES,
Bonds and Investments.
TJ. S. Commissioner
for the Third
Judicial District of New Mexico.
L Cruces
New Mexlo
Eastern and local bank references.

ll

..

New Mexico

W. A. FLEMING

d

j

-

C. W. G. WARD,

j

ks

-

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S, CAN DELARIO
301-30- 3

San Francisco bt.

Proprietor

;Santa Fe, N, M.

15

i. m.
Train arrives from the, porth at 4
8 U.
p. m.
;;
New Mexico Central.
Train leaves Santa Fe at 1:45.
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 5:25.
Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Santa Fe 8:25 to connect
with Nos. 10 anj Jffow' the; south and
west, and No3 frbnfthe east at La: .;
unction.
Arrives at Santa Fe 11:10 a. m.
Leaves Santa Fe at 4:20 to connect
with No. 1 from east Arrives 6:50 p. m
Leaves Santa Fe 7:20 to connect
with 7 and 9 from the east and 4 snA
i from the west. Arrives 11:10 p. ra.
1

HIE
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Kiuinocc mnn
If you have a sen it is your duty to train him in
business methods, ogive him the benefit of your
flf

Trill

in

uoopc

Vc

o

ennui mn ocncnuii a

B

'VraAwfir iSBC VSKJSMtiit wlhm
The Card Club mot today with Mrs.
James Selisman.
L. E. Sanderson, a mining man from
Cerrillos, is a guest at the Palace.

business experience.
See that he has a bank account while he is growing up. There is no other one thing that will give
hi:n a more proper insight and conception of
business than having his own bank account.

Policarpio Chavez of Las Vepras, is
in town a guest at the Coronado.
Charles K. Mills, of Waukesan. 111..
is anions the sightseers at the Claire.
Contractor Sten Lund will leave
Chicago for Santa Fe on Monday evening.
On ThankssUing day quite a number of local people entertained, with

ONE DOLLAR WILL START AN ACCOUNT.

UNITED STATES BANK & TROST CO
Capital

,

-

dinner parties.

Santa Fe,

K.

M.

X. H., is

el at

M.

PAGL

".

"11.

hristmas is Coming!
if

are prepared for it and can handle
a!! your wants in the Hardware &
Sporting

anions the sightseers register

We have Rifles, revolvers, carving sets
toy wagons, fancy plates, silverware
knives, scissors, razors, Icy hot bottles,
fancy clocks, tool cabinets, furniture,
percolators, chafing dishes, watches,
nut sets, skates, footballs, baseball goods

the Palace.
Miss Ethel Church entertained a
DIRECTORS
number of friends with
OFriCERS
G. FRANKLIN FLICK
niL;lit, at her residence.
Co!. George W. Prichard is back
G. FRANKLIN FLICK,
President
W. S. DAVIS.
from a trip to Alamogordo, where he
W. S. DAVIS, Cashiei.
went on leijal business.
N. B. LAUGHLIN
Attorney A. 13. Renehan has returnW. E. GR'FFIN. Asst. Cashier.
J. B. LAMY
ed from Alamogordo where he had
gone oh legal business.
R. H. HANNA
G. H. Gilmore is in from his ranch
near Cowles, San Miguel county. He
FREDERICK ML'LLER
is stopping at the Coronado.
j
Col. R. E. Twitchell left Las Vegas;
yetterday for the east, having just re-- j
turned from a trip to El Paso, Tex.
j
E39SBS2Eii
C. R. Evans and Roy A. Portner of'
Ft. Collins, Colo., are business visitors
in Santa Fe quartered at the Claire,
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Eldodt, who havej
The Colorado fiatioaal Life Assurance Campacy
been guests at the Palace hoi el
thej
last few days, left today for their home
Denver Colorado.
ar Chaniita.
Mrs. R. J. Palen and Mrs. C. Hard-ir.ge- ,
who were away for considerable
time on an eastern trip, have returned
!o Santa Fe.
F. R. Plunkett has returned to Santa
A iW
Fe
from a visit to Las Vegas, where he
N
WW
"
w
o
'
vyiv-v
was the guest of Mrs. M. J. Woods and joyablo and delightful in which they
Santa Fe. N. M.
Catron Block
had participated.
daughter, Helen.
At Loretto Academy on Wednesday
On last Thursday night Mr. and Mrs.
A. B. Renehan entertained with bridge. evening, a masque dance was given by
Tlie affair was informal, only a few the pupil.-- in honor of Mother Barbara. Those present were: Misses
friends being present.
Prof. K. M. Chapman, of the School El hi Akers, Minnie Creamer, Josie
of Archaeology, is at Las Vegas visit- Her'sch, Minerva Wagner, Bell Anaya,
Frances Anaya. Lucy Napoleon, Juan-iting hfs mother, Mrs. M. Chapman. Hp
Sena, Amaiia Sena, Salonia Salwill return on Monday.
VUp. Write Life, Accident, Health & Fire Insur- mon,
Salia Romero, Josie Baca, Jenance in the Best Companies :
Miss
:
Clara Olsen, private secretary
to Governor Curry, has returned from nie Arias, May Wheeler, Cordelia
Mable Roberts, May Ciosson,
Write Surety Bonds for the United States
a visit to Albuquerque and Sunny-side- ,
Carmel
Garcia, Lizzie Montoya. Musi1
Guadalupe county.
Fidelity & Guaranty Company : : : :
cal selections were rendered on the
On Thanksgiving day Mr. and Mrs.
Jacob Weltmer entertained a number piano by Misses Ella Akers, Lucy
Have for Sale Several Modern Residence
cn the mandolin by Saloma
of friends with a Thanksgiving day Napoleon,
Salmon and on the guitar by Jennie
Properties; also Some Fine Barga'ns in Lots
dinner the guest of honor being W. A. Arias.
and Fruit Ranches.
Atkinson of Aziisa, Calif. Mr. Atkinson is a brother of Mrs. Weltmer, she WEST
If you want anything ia the above line call on or addrees
INDIES AGAIN
not having seen him for fifteen years
CUT OFF BY STORM.
C- U. S. Marshal C. M. Foraker who
returned to Albuquerque yesterday
Hisae XSect ISO
New York, Nov. 27. A number ot
Cation Eloclr
Setxxta. Xe, IT. 2&- from Clovis, Curry county, left in the West Indian
islands are again cut off
evening for the east. He will make from communication with the outside
a stop at Blackburn, Oklahoma, where world
by a heavy storm.
NOW IS THE TIME
Mrs. Foraker is at the bedside
of
To have that SUIT cleaned, pressed and put in good
her mother who is reported very ill.
shape
We will do H
for fall wear.
National
Committeeman
Solomon
We will charge f KUjt1Luna will arrive at Las Vegas this
evening and will remain in the MeadThe Goldberg Cleaning end Pressing Establishment
ow City until tomorrow, expecting to
"My father has been a sufferer from sick
leave for Albuquerque on train Xo. headache for the last twenty-fiv- e
years and
208 WEST PALAOK AVE
1. Hon. Charles A. Spiess will prob- never found any relief until he
began
lmc
ably accompany him as far as Lamy taking vour Cascarets. Since
Cascarets
he has never had.
from where Mr. Spiess will come to begun
taking
,
41
nr.
1
1.
uie ueauacne. i ney nave
cured
Fe.
WOODY'S HACK LINE Santa
him. Cascarets do what vonentirely
recommend
A. O. Waha, chief of the office of them to do.
I will give you the privilege
operation in the third district of the of using his name." E. M. Dickson,
Prom
SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA
United States forest service, has left i.u uraiua i.., w.
luuianapous, ma.
BARRANCA TO TAOS
for a month's trip through the Carson
Pleasant. Palatable, Potent. Taste Good.
Do Good. Never Sicken. IWeaken or Gripe.
THE VALLEY RANCH
forest, in Rio Arriba county,
10c, 25c, 50c. Never sold in bulk. The genNorth South national
where he will attend to affairs con
uine tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
cure or your money back.
925
Bounds Trains.
nected with its administration. DurAfamon9 old Spanish Land Grant
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of ing Mr. Waha's absence, Mr. A. S.
beautifully and historically situated
on the Pecos River 7000 feet above sea
the north bound train and arries at Peck will be acting chief of operation.
level and surrcinded, by pine ana
The Fifteen Club held its regular
Taos at 7 p. m.
cove
m
spruce
red oun ta Ins of u p wa rds
Ten miles shorter than any other meeting yesterday afternoon at the
to 13000 feet with sunshine every day
CO.
way.
The program
Good, convenient hack and home of Mrs. Thomas.
in the year such as no disease germ
was as follows: Thanksgiving quo
good teams.
can live in. The greatest health giving country in the world. 26 miles
Tliiaag- &cja.e to
a3e Pas tations. A reading "Pioneer Goes
east of Santa Fe. " '
Suffragette," by Mrs. Thomas. A
sangrer Cemforta'ble.
THE LEADING
"Exile," by Mrs. Marsh and
reading
Splendid trout fishing In SumCurrent Events. The next meeting
mer and all kinds, of hunting,
will be with Mrs. Walter on Decem
HORSEBACK
riding-TENber 10th. Mrs. Frank P. Newhall has
etc,
been elected a member of the club.
L
The dance given at the Woman's
and
$10.03
00
$12
week
per
Dnfpn
Board of Trade on last Saturday evenHHluO Saddle Horses, $1.50 per day or
The Original
,
$5.00 per week.
ing by, William A. Bayer was an exclusive society affair, their being pres- Write today for Illustrated pamphlet
em out nine coupies. At midnight the
m
"i iniormdiion
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday party repaired
to the residence of Ex- Toasted Rice Flakes
Returns Thursday and Friday. Governor M. A. Otero and there an ex
J. F. MILLER Mgr. YalleyBanchl. H.
sowas
luncheon
cellent
a
and
served
AND .
AGENCY at p. K. Barber Shop
cial hour or two enjoyed. Morrison's
Toasted Rice Biscuit
F.O.BROWN,
Phone No 23 orchestra was on hand and furnished
appropriate music.
Red
Agent.
Used and Indorsed by the
The dance given Thanksgiving night
at the Woman's Board of Trade was
Battle Creek Sanitarium
one of the important social functions
Iadividualor Class Lessons D. M.
of the season, Over forty couples en&
the occasion and danced until
IN GRAMMAR,
Builders and Contractors joyed
is more widiv
the early morning hours. Morrison'?
RAYMOND HAACKE
PLANS & ESTIMATES
used and feeds
orchestra furnished splendid music:
Care New Mexican
Furnished on short notice v During the course ol the evening, re.
more people than anyfreshments were served. All present
NOTARYPUBLTC
CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY voted the occa ion one of the most
en- J

j

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.

.V:..

Fivr

goods line.

E. E. Udall of Tucson, Ariz., is in
town seeing the sights. He is a guest
at the Modern.
Mrs. A. H. Hting-erforof Concord.

.

jjj

$50,000

".MKXlOiX, SANTA FE, X.

1

1

-

SANTA

And Everything for the Household

j

OTA FE HARDWARE k SUPPLY CO

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
BERGERE. AUnaner fnr

The Coming Christmas,
This of all seasons make matkind more charitable
one to another. The
spirit cf chPf-rfugivir o- is re
cognized ii all civiiizad lands at Yuleiide.
Choose early if you would choose
wisely

a

v
Wp

Sis-nero-

We hive a plendid
array cf seivicible thirgs to
pick from. Yu can find here many suggestions a
tew of which are mentioned below.

We

O

For the Baby

WATSON & COMPANY

ForThe
Youngsters

dsche
...

5

THE

For the
Young Lady

!

For the
Young Man

MeetsBoth

H.3.

FARE

Ed

mm

NIS

HIE

I

FOr

Ffilflftr

FOr

$5.00

For Best Laundry Wori

M0!llfir

L1UUlA1D1
'"

8

LAUNDRY

-

l

Dolls, Toys, and doll accessories,
Silver Sets,! Spoons, Dish and
Furniture Sets.

The new Marathon racers, Toy

wagons, Mechanical toys,
Books, English baby
Go-cart- s

pers, Hand embroidered corset
jcovers, Xmas box writing paper etc
Neckties, Suspenders. Handkerchiefs, Military brush sets, Book-rack- s
in oak or bras Shaving
sets, Smokers sets,- - Night robes,
Pajamas etc.

LSC,

Hand made work
baskets, Silverware, Cut glass,
Fancy china, Table linen etc.
Pipe8' Ciar humidores, Felt siip- perg A Victor or Ed.8on phoi
graph will amuse the whole family

ATHOX7SAND OTHER VALT AULE AND
INTERESTING THINGS TO SELECT FROM

W. N. TOWNSEND

THE RACKET STORE.

& CO.

KELLOGQ'S

flli .

SON

If

Yon

Hice

want the latest thing in

CHRISTMAS TIME IS BUYING

IF YOU

WANT TO GET
WHAT YOU WANT WHEN
III- - YOU
WANT IT GO

THE CHAS WAGNER FURNITURE CO.
TJ"aa.a.rtOLlcra

peei a
,

a.aa.d.

I

Ern.'taalriar

X mas

TO

'TfSW

bargains I n

Davenports, Leather Rockers, Couches, Ingrain Carpets, Fiber
Carpet,, Axmister Rurs. Mission Dining Rooms Sets, Mission
Hall Uocks, Japanese Screens, Framed Pictures and Hundreds
'
; ot other Appropriate Articles.

is the

most easily digestible
and the most highly nu
tritious of all cereals.

Try a Package.
H. S. KAUNE
'PHOME

S

a.'

CO.

TJJJg

Call.atlthe

-

other cereal. It

etc.

Hand bags, Music rols, Fur
set,
Scissors or manicure sets, Mexican
drawn work, Handsome jewel
combs, Beautiful bed room slip-

SPANISH LESSONS

HOOVER

Gift

1

a Moda Millinery
OF INTERESTQTO LADIES
Have also just received a" full line of

" R OVA 1 " FLOSSES & EMBROIDERY SILKS
and all kinds ot AKT EMBROID.
ERIE 3 and NOVELTIES. :
NEW GOODS ARRIVING EVERY DAY
Phone Black

78

Catron Rlnrlr. n

i

ii"nfl

'f r

'nrrj-

-

""ii

?r

w WWji

""11

rifrraWta1

r--

TIIE SANTA
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St, Louis Roc

SIMG

Ml, &

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
NO

Miles From

1,

: 00 a. m,
10 12 a. m.
10 do a. oi.

a. m.
a. m

10 50
11 05
11 20
11 45
12 20
12 45
80

20
26
81
4

a. m
a, m.
p. m.
p. m.

I

d.
a so p.
15
p.
i
4 45 p
4 55 p.
56 50 P.
6 15 p.
6 35 p.
J 08 p.
.. 10 p.
7. 23 p.
7. 45 p.
j

M.,

ia

in.

m.
in.
m.
m.

42
49
63
66
68
71

m.

m.
in.
in.

'"'

in,

"

89

ill.
m.

Arr

94

Lv.

30 p.
6 15 p.

49
46
88

6

82

35
25
8 55
3 30

4 55

29
24
IS

.1

Arr.
Lv.

55

2 30
25
06
811 40
11 06

0

Lv

12
12

7
18

28
20
88

11 15

J10 15
9 43
9 25
7 50

41

Lv.
Arr.

47

Lv1

N. M.

Nast
Harlan
Ute Park

No 2
DAILY

Raton

N : M.
Lv. lies Moines.
" Rumaldo.
'u
" Dedraaa.,
" Oapulln
" Vigil
'J Thompson
" Cunningham
" Ollflon House Junction "
RATON N M
Lv."
Ullflon House Junction
" Preston
" Koehler
"
" Koehler J net.
" Oolfax
" Oerrososo
jr' OIMARKON N. M.

0
4
11

7 40
7 25
7 00

60
63

69

Leaves Him
though She Still Loves Him
Fights for Daughter.

nv
nv

p. m-p. m-p. m
p. ni
p. m-p. m.
p m.
p. ni
p. m.
a. m.

a' m
a.
a.
a.
a.
a.
a.
a.
a.

sickness."
mm FnrK

and other

dis- -

SoM bT "rinrtriHts at ?i .oo.

ii -

IEKLE

liooKoi
mailed freo.
THE BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.
Atlanta. Ga.

FARM CENSUS SCHEDULE
IS ADOPTED.

HOTElARRIVALS

Nine Million Copies Will Be Printed
Palace.
Pa.ner Alone Will Cost
V. J. Partington and wife, Denver;
F.
M. .). Stmt on, Kansas City; "W.
$13,660.
Hall, Kansas City; Mrs. A. H.
Concord, X. H.; L. E. SanWashington. D. C, Nov. 27. Census

m.
m.
m.
m.
in.
in.
ra.
m. derson,

Hun-gerfor-

Cerrillos; Eugene E.

Director Durand has received from
Sun Marcial.
Assistant Director William F.
Claire.
the general schedule for the
Ernest Spitz, Las Vegas; Charles census of agriculture, April loth next,
K: Miller, Vaukegan, 111.; J. E. Sur- - , which Mr. Willoughby. in conduction
vely, Salt Lake; C. R. Evans. Roy A. with Prof Lf, Gran(1 powers, chief sta- Portner, Fort Collins; H. Cr. vaugnn tistician for agriculture, and the ad
Paducah. Ky.; D. T. Braderson, St visory board of farm economists and
Louis; J. LS. Hall, Trinidad.
other agricultural experts, has been
Coronado.
fAi.ninl'itin'T rlnrino- iVio eiimTlHM'
Policarnio Chavez, Las Vegas;
tne
D. McCabe, Moriarty; II. G. Gilmore, ' Director Durand lias approved
of the inquiries
subdivision
and
form
C.
A.
Nambe:
Manuel
Ortiz,
Cowles;
'
of
Eaton, Keystone, Okla.: N. C. Smith, ar.d has ordered nine million copies
the schedule to be printed by the govLas Vegas; J. Daly, Boston.
ernment printing office in readiness
Modem.
J. V. Vance, Perry, 111.; E. D. before January 1st, although they will
Drummond. Antonito: A. Wagner, Du not be placed in the hands of 45,000
farm enumerators until the usual time
Blais, Mexico; E. E. IJdall, Tucson.
before the enumeration date. It is believed there are nearly seven million
REFORESTING EXPERIMENTS
IN ARIZONA separate farms in the United States,
each requiring a separate schedule.
Seeding of Water Sheds as Well as
The schedule is printed on both
Plating Saplings is Proving
sides cf a single sheet, 13 inches long
a Success.
and 10 inches wide, of white writing
There is a
paper. 20 bv 32 inches.
Perhaps some of the most interest- three.inch w"itle column of instructions
,
leg experiments now being conduct-- tQ enumerator8 011 both left sides of
to
do
ed by the forest service have
1hG sheet so that it can be cut off after
with the forestation of the watersheds thp mm.-- Echedule has been return-o- f
the national forests in New Mexico f;d tQ the censuj, bureau This malies
and Arizona. These experiments are
smalw in size and better
thj sC.heflulp
, ,
of two types, including both seed sow-- j
handling in tabulation
ling and planting, and have now beenthan prevloua SChedales. A separate
initiated on pracucany eery u.rest i" book ot instructions to enumerators
tnis terr.io.i.
supplements the schedule information.
According to R. S. Rogers of the
The nine mmon pies will consume
aismct omce, wno nas jusl reuuneu 4 500 reams of paper which counting
from a trip over the forests, the re- g2
fl
wiu make a
th
tn
suits wnicn nave ueen uuun,
t f ,34 00Q pmmds. Tne charge
.
last few months are particularly grat-i7lnindir,B- the cost of nar ,lrintin
ltying ana maicaie an eany solution per will be $13,600. The schedule is so
of this important question of provid standardized that it will feed on the
ing a complete forest cover for the perfecting press used at the govern
purpose of conserving and regulating ment printing office, which makes 9,
stream flow.
000 revolutions per hour and prints
One of the methods which shows four schedules each revolution, or a
osibilities is the sowing of product of 36,000 per hour, as against
good
seed of western yellow pine in pre-- j the old flat-bepresses used on the
pared spots. As the result of an ex-- j 1900 schedules with a speed of from
periment just performed on the Gila 1,200 to 1,500 revolutions per hour. It
national forest, it is very probable will take about three weeks to print
that in certain cases a stand of 000 them with the press running sixteen
to 800 trees to the acre may be ob-- hours a day.
tained by this method. Along with the
ea sowing, pianung experiments are
Foley's Kidney Remedy tin cure
being carried on to a considerable ex- - any case of kidney or bladder trouble
tent.
that is not beyond the reach of medi
One of the largest plantations vet cine. Cures backache and irregular!
made is that on the Crook nationalities that if neglected might, result in
forest in Arizona, where approximate- - Bright's Disease or diabetes, Sold by
ly forty thousand trees were set out all druggists.
a year ago last July, with very satis-- ;
factory results. Here, also, plans are WOMAN IN ALBUQUERQUE
ACCUSED OF ARSON
being made to experiment very
with a number of eucalyptus,
the seed of certain species of which Alleged to Have Been Old Sweetheart
"will be secured directly from Ausof Man Whose House She Is
tralia in order to obtain seed of par
Charged With Having Fired.
ticularly hardy trees.
Glenr-gos-

e,

Connects with E. P. A a. W. Ry. train
6:15 p. m.
W. Ry. train No.
Connecti with E. P. A

:C5 a. m.

123

Dawion,

N.

leaving Oawaon, N.

M.,

In

arriving

at Preton, N. M.
Ni., meets train
J
an
arrive
trains
depart from Des Moints at follows:
Passenger

Stage for van Houten, N.
C, & S.

SOUTH BOUND.
No. 8, 8:27 a. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A

NORTH BOUND

:0I

a. m.
fo.
No. 7. 1:12 p. m.
1,

Track connection with A. T.
at Oes Moines, E. P A 8
Northwestern Rv. at Cimarron, N. M.
r the following points In New Mexico: Ocato,
Cimarron, N. M., is depot
Bavado. Aurora and Red Lakes.
I'ts Park. N. M., Is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo
Lobo,
Cerro. Elizabethtown,
Arroun Hondo. Baldv. Black Lakes.
and
Taos
River
Red
Twining.
ds
Taos,
City,
Questa, Ranches

A S.

VV. A. GORMAN,
J. van HOUTEN;
V. Ores, and Gen Mgr. Gen Pass Agent

DEDWrAN,

Superintendent
RATON.

N- -

RATON. N.

!ft.

N, iW.

RATON,

JW

S3S29

VISIT,

Ml

El Paso's

.

j

1st t 7th

,

LOW SUMMER RATES

-

EAST & NORTH
Now in effect Via

TO THE

8EW MEXICO CENTRAL

i

and Rock Island

E. P. & S. W.

A. N, BROWN
0. H. A.-- K. P. &s, w.

Par foll particulars,
Address

Xew York, Nov. 27. Laying
the
breaking up of her borne to her husband's views on religion, Mrs. Howard
Chandler Christy, wife of the artist,
is here at the home of her brother-in-law- ,
C. F. Hall, broken in health,
but defiantly determined to regain
daugn-ter- ,
possession of her
Natalie, and rescue her from the
alleged fanatical notions of the artist, who, she says, is bringing up the
girl in a bungalow in- the hills near
Zanesville, Ohio.
"I love Howard," Mrs. Christy said
through the tears she could not hold
back, "and if it were not for his views
on religion I would now be living hap- pily with him. He has been taught
tnat marriage is wrong and that there
is nothing sacred in it. He has lost
his former sympathy.
"They made him believe marriage
was wicked," Mrs. Christy said. "I
pleaded that he give up his ridiculous
belief and tried to awaken the old love
which had made our home so happy.
But he merely gazed at me with a
faraway look, as if to say, 'Some time
you will reach my mental level and
you will see that you are wrong now.'
Mrs. Christy is planning further legal action to recover possession of
her child. She does not bint at seeking a divorce, but seems to cling to
the hope that her husband will be
"freed of his delusions," as she says,
and that they will again be happy.

'

d

j

1

Kl Paso Texas.

j

;

S3E

thor-joughl- y

TO
Stations in British Columbia, California, Idaho,

IN EFFECT SEPTEMBER 15TH
TO OCTOBER 15TIL

Albuquerque, N. M. Nov. 27. A
HOMESEEKERS FLOCKING
case of much interest to Old Town
TO CENTENNIAL STATE.
people was argued before Justice of
the Peace David Perea in Old Albu
Three Hundred Thousand Acres Fi ed querque yesterday, Deineterio Garcia
Upon at Denver Land Office
j being the somplaining witness
against
Past Six Months.
I Delaida
Ruiz de Ortiz, against whom
Garcia swore to a complaint charging
'
Denver, Colo., Nov. 27. "With 300 arson. According to Garcia, who was
000 acres of land filed upon by home-- ' the only witness examined yesterday,
seekers within the past six months, the Ortiz woman fired his house and
the records of the land office in the household effects, while he was in Cor- Denver district for the past twenty rales, on November 22, attending his
years have been broken.
own marriage ceremony.
The greater portion of this land
The woman denies the allegation
was entered under the Mondell des- - and was represented in court yester- ert land act, which permits applicants day by Attorney Felix H. Lester. Mod-tenter 320 acres of land that is re- - esto C. Ortiz is attorney for the
d
as incapable of successful ir-- jjlainant.
rigation. It is estimated that not less
Gossip in Old Town has It that the
than 3,000 new settlers have come
woman was an old sweetheart
to the district in the period mention-- ! of Garcia and, that he
jilted her and
ed and that others will follow him as ' larried ,another woman. In retaliation
the lands are proved up.
j
and obtain revenge, it is claimed by
The records of other land offices in Garcia, that she set fire to his home,
the state are said to have made siinl- - first saturating the furniture and wood-Ja- r
high records and the population of
witn coa ojj,
the entire state has been correspond-- !
The afternoon yesterday was occu- mgiy increased. Most or tne rnings pied with wrangling by counsel and
have been made by persons from oth- little progress was made in the case.
er states, bringing entirely new resi- It will he continued this afternoon.
dents to Colorado.
BULLET WOUND IN
MIDDLE OF FOREHEAD.
It isn't so difficult to strengthen
a weak Stomach if one goes at it corSitting dead in a chair in his cabin,
rectly. And this Is true of the Heart
and Kidneys. The old fashioned way with a bullet hole In the middle of his
of dosing the Stomach or stimulating forehead and a revolver by his side,
the Hart or Kidneys Is surely wrong! Harvey Johnson, a young healthseeker,
Dr. Shoop first pointed out this error, was discovered by a forest ranger on
"Go to the weak or ailing nerves of the upper Pecos, not far from Win-sors- ,
thirty miles east of Santa Fe.
these organs," said he. Each inside
organ has Its controlling or "inside Johnson was the son of wealthy par-nerve. When these nerves fail then nts, his father, Oscar Johnson, being
those organs must surely falter. This president of the Roberts, Johnson and
vital truth Is leading druggists every- Rand Shoe Company at St. Louis, Mo.
where to dispense and recommend Dr. The young man came to New Mexico
Shoop's Restorative. A few days will early in the spring and located s claim
on the Pecos forest near one of the upsurely tell! Sold by Stripling-BurrowCo.
per branches of the upper Pecos.
--
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j

DENVER

Summer Tourist Rate
Br farther

i, n,

111

Still in effect to all

j

1

Information make inquiry of
&

P. A.

j

t ill

ROSWELL-TORRANC-

lii

I

41

WW

I' Wi

AUTOMOBILE

E

U. S. MAIL AND

W

PA SSENGER

Service Established Jan. 10, 1906.
Agenta for the Buick, Pops Toledo,
and Kissel Automobiles.
Shortest route between Roswell and
tbe Pecos Valley to El Paso and
Santa Fe and all points In the
Valley and western New Mexico.
Automobiles leave Roswell dally at
1:00 p. m. connecting with trains for
El Paso and all points on Rock Island
Railway.
Leave Torrance at 6:00 a. m. arriv

o

j

points.

P H. McBRIDE, A?ent, or W. D. SHEA, T. P.
SANTA PR. N. M.

SOCIETY

AONiC.
Montezuma Lodge No.
1. A. F. & A. M. Reg-ulacommunication
first Monday of eacfc
month
at
Masonii
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
J. A. MASSIE.
Worthy Master
ALAN E. McCORD, Secretary
r

fx

Santa Fe Chapter
R.

A.

No.

I.

M.

Regular cos
vocation second Monday oi
each month at Massals
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
C. J. CRAXDALL. h. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.

Santa Fe Commander?

No.

1. K. T.

Regular conclave
fourth Monday In eaci
month at Masonic Hall si
7:30 p. m.
H. F. STEPHENS, E.
PERCY F. KNIGHT. Recorder.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection

C,

No.

1,

14th

degree, Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meet
on the third Monday of each montk
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening m
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaz.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32,
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS 32.

Secretary.
S. P. O. E.

Tickling, tight Coughs, can be surely

Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. H.,
holds its regular session on the secwhere as Dr. Shoop's Cough Remedy. ond and fourth Wednesdays of eaci
And it is so very different than com- month. Visiting brothers are Invite

arid quickly loosened with a prescription druggists are dispensing every-

mon cough medicines. No Opium, no
Chloroform, absolutely uotning harsh
or unsafe. The tender leaves of a
harmless, lung healing mountainous
shrub, gives the curative properties to
Dr. Shoop's Cough Remedy. Those
leaves have the power to claim the
most distressing Cough and to soothe
and heal the most sensitive bronchial
Mothers should, for safe
membrane.
ty's sake alone, always demand Dr.
Shoop's. It can with perfect freedom
be given to even the youngest babies.
Test it yourself and see! Sold by
Stripling-Burrow-

s

Co.

and welcome.

DAVID KNAPP.

Exalted Ruler.
J. D. SENA, Secretary.

Knghts of Pythias.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st anu 3d
Tuesdays in month at S o'clock in I.
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visiting Knights invited to attend.
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
IOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.
Notice for Publication.
Homestead Entry (Serial 0388S)

No.

S087.

Notice for Publication.
Small Holding Claim No. 123:..
Serial 012051. Not Coal Land.
Department of the Interior.
United States Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 15, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof in
support of his claim under sections
10 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1S91,
(26 Stat., S54), as amended by the act

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,

N. M.

November 26, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Tiburcio
Lobato, of Leyba, San Miguel county,
N M., who, on September 19, 1904,
made Homestead Entry (Serial 03888)
No. 8087, for SE. 4 SW.
Sec. 28,
E.
NW. 4 & NW.
NE.
of
Section 33, Township 12 N., Range 12
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make final five year
to establish claim to the land
of February 21, 1893, (27 Stat, 470), proof,
above
described, before the Register
and that said proof will be made be- or
U. S. Land Office at Santa
Receiver,
S.
U.
Land
fore Register or Receiver,
N. M., on the 12th day of January,
Fe,
Office, Santa Fe, New Mexico, on De- 1910.
cember 22, 1909, viz: Ramon Padilla,
Claimant names as witnesses:
of Cerrillos, N. M., for the small holdTodosio Lobato, Adelaido Marquez,
R.
ing claim No. 1235, Sec. 9, T. 15 N.,
Juan
Baca, Benjamin Baca, all of
8 E. N. M. P. M.
New Mexico.
Lebya,
He names the following witnesses to
MANUEL R. OTERO,
his
actual
adverse
continuous
prove
Register.
possession of said tract for twenty
of
next
the
preceding the survey
years
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
township, viz:
Pecos Forest Reserve.
M.
Martin Baca, Jesus
Romero, Jose
Not Coal Land.
Padilla, Cosme Baca, all of Cienega, N
No. 03943.
M.
of the Interior,
Department
Any person who desires to protest
U. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.
against the allowance of said proof, or
November 23, 1909.
who knows of any substantial reason
Notice is hereby given that Eugenio
under the laws and regulation of the Martinez y Lujan, of Lamy, N. M.,
Interior Department why such proof who, on Nov. 15, 1904, made Homeshould not be alowed will be given an stead entry Serial No. 03943, No. 8151
for the northeast quarter, (NE
opportunity at the
time and place to
the wi section 18, township 14 N., range 11
nesses of said claimant, and to offer E, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
evidence in rebuttal of that submit- of intention to make final five year
ted by claimant.
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Register and
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Receiver, U. S. land office, at Santa
Register.
Fe, N. M on the 30th day of DecemTO AND FROM ROSWELL.
ber, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Connection made wim Automobile
Isidro Ribera, Antonio Jose Garcia,
line at Torrance for Roswell dally,
Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros- Luis Martinez, Agustin Gonzales, all
well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell of Lamy, New Mexico.
at 12. noon. Automobile leaves RosMANUEL R. OTERO,
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arRegister.
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
BIDS CALLED FOR.
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Sealed proposals will be received
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto- separately by the Board of County
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard, Commissioners of Santa Fe county,
Santa Fe, N. M., up to 4 p. m. Dec.
manager. Automobile Line,
10th, 1909, for (7) seven fire proof
vault doors. Also court house furniA CARD
This is to certify that all druggists ture. Specifications
and schedules
are authorized to refund your money if will be furnished the prospective bidFoley's Honey and Tar fails to cure ders by I. H. & W. M. Rapp Co. archi-testAll bids to be addressed to
It stops the
your cough or cold.
cough, heals the lungs and prevents Geo. W. Armijo, Probate Clerk, Santa
serious results from a cold, prevents Fe, N. M. The board reserves the
Con- right to reject any or all bids.
and consumption.
pneumonia
I. SPARKS,
tains no opiates. The genuine is in
Chairman Board of County
a yellow package. Refuse substitutes
t
Sold by all druggists.
above-mentione-
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1-- 2

1--

1-- 4

1-- 4
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Nevada, Oregon, and Washington.

Montana,
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Al-

-
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No. 124
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Heartbroken Wife

h,

Miles From

STATIONS.

lies Moines

DAILY

ARTIST CHRISTY SAYS
MARRIAGE IS WICKED.

h.

aMot

Comoany.

Railway

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 27, 1909.

MEXTCAX, SAXTA FE, N. M.

is an ordeal whi all women
approach with dread, for
nothing compares to the pain
The thought
of child-birtof the suffering in store for
lipr rnhc th a pvnpnhnt mnthpr
of pleasant anticipations.
Thousands of women have found the use of Mother's Friend robs
confinement of much pain and insures safety to lite of mother and
to women at the critical time. Not
child. This liniment is a God-sen- d
only does Mother's Friend carry women safely throughjhe perils of
child-birtbut it prepares
UIC SMCIli 1UI
inu ruining
rlV
pvpnt relieves "mornin? l.yi

I

Pacific

TV. XKW

ROUTE.

ing at Roswell at 11:0 a. m. Saving
Passengers over 30 house between
these points over any other route.

Full equipment of modern Cars In
service securing comfort to passen
gers. Courteous and expert Chauffeurs in charge of every car. Seats
reserver on Auto by applying to
Agent of El Paso & Southwestern
Railway, or to Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, New Mexico.
50 lba. Any
Baggage allowance
amount of baggage can be carried
by notifying Company at Roswell.

J. W. STOCK ARD, manager

j

s

com-garde-

cross-examin-

e

s.

s.

I

CORRICK CARRIAGE

Bus
3
120 San

Haek

Francisco

CO.

Lin
St

Call up 132 Black for Carriage:;.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 27,
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W. C. T. U. NOTES.
We give below a responsive
ing, used in one of the Sunday schools
of Paris, Illinois,
just before an
election on the saloon question, and
as it is so good, and apples with equal
force to any other little town in the
United States, it is worth reproducing,
.lust substitute Santa Fe, for Paris,
the same
111., and the truths apply
(
way.
III.
Why Close the Saloons of Paris,
Superintendent. How many saloons
read-

are there
School.

Paris?
There are twenty saloons

in

Ik

in Paris.
school
Sunt. How many public
buildings are there in Paris?
Boys and Girls. There are six public school buildings, with an enrollment, of 1.6:50 pupils.
Supt. What is the purpose of our
public schools?
To educate and train
Children.
our boys and girls for good citizenship.
Supt. How many churches are there
in Paris?
School. There are eleven churches
in our city.
Supt. "What is the purpose of the

Nearly all women suffer at times from female
ailments. Some women suffer more acutely and
more constantly than others. But whether
you havt,
little pam or whether you suffer intensely,
you
should take Wine of Cardui and get relief.
Cardui is a safe, natural medicine, for women,
prepared scientifically from harmless vegetable ingredients. It acts easily on the female organs and
gives strength and tone to the whole system.

hit
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fol
FOR KKXT-!- i iti) rooms. Ill Johu- lowing named claimant has filed nostreet, Mr: Hames.
hours tomorrow:
tice of his intention to make final
0:1."
a.
in.
Sunday school at
.
proof in support of his claim under
FOR KENT OR .SALE A 200i
Morning prayer at 11 a. in.
sections it: an,j IT of the a' t of March
J. P. Sloan.
Evening prayer at i :') p. m.
is:ii il'o St .vs.. sr.i i, as amended ;
11''t'"aft(-there will be no Litany by the act of February 2!. IS'Xi (27, WANTED i.oei.i
::ce
io
p
s rvicf on Wednesday;;.
and that said proof will ,,,, dicine.
Stats., T
I. Rice. M. d..
V. W. PRATT.
be made- before
or Receiver
i..
Priest in Char.ne.
IV. S. land office. Santa Fe. X. M.. on!
22. 1
Methodist Episcopal.
viz. Pedro Padilla
j IVecmiter
FOR :i:XT Fan
d rooms. Ap
of (Vrrillos. X. M fur tne small holdSunday school at 0:4." a. in.
Lincoln
ply No.
Ti;;e, oppos:'f
Preaching at 11 a. m. :Theme ing claim Xn. iv.o. Sees. and ir, 'J'. Elks' ih a! re.
13 X., K. S K.. of the .
M p. M.
"Honi Missions and Pa! riot ism."
lie names the l'uliowing witnesses
m.
at
p.
League
LOST Poekethook coi'.taiiiiiit: $7
some to prove his actual continuous adverse and
Theni":
I'rej.ciiinx at
Finder return
postage stamps,
History' as to the FiiCire of th Lhpior possession of sail tract for twenty to Iielaado liroo. and P-reward.
next
the
Traffic.-,reoe:i:u'
survey 0f the
yars
1'iavi r meeting Wednesday Venillst township, viz.:
WAXTED- - Reliable
epi eserit at ives
Martin Baca. Jesus M. Romero, Jose fcr
j
a' 7::i.
able employment, either lo
profi'
Bai-a,
Padilla and Cosine
all of Ci
You an- invited to these services.
cal or traveling salesmen. Address
X. M.
C. F. LUCAS.
Box J, Red Wing. Minn.
Any person who desires to protest
Pastor.
against the allowance of said proof,
First Presbyterian.
FOR SALE A
steam
who knows o'f any substantial reaSabbath school !):1." a. m. Christian 'or
in good condition.
boiler
It will be
son
ot
umler
laws
the
and
regulations
Endeavor at 5 p. rn. Regular eaili-::t- i the interior
department why such disposed of at very low pric". Apply
in?; services at 11 a. in. and
p.
not be allowed will be to the New Mexican Printing Comshould
prrof
rn. by Rev. .1. R. Carver.
an
given
opportunity at the ahove-- i pany.
mentioned time and place to cross
BLANKS
examine the witnesses of said claimant, and to o.Ter evidenco in rebuttal
GLEANINGS BY A
Printed and for sale by .New Mexiof i hat submitted by claimant.
PERIPATETIC PEN
can Printing Company, Santa Fe, X.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
j
Register. Mex.
Mining Blanks.
Et Tu Brute! "Serves us right.".
Additional and Amended Ixjea'fcm
NOTICE.
Will Robinson would say, if it had Ti Whom it Mav
sheet.
Concern:
Certificate,
been he, after rending the following
The United States Bank and Trust
sheet.
Agreement of Publisher,
Moinen
Swastika:
Des
from the
Proof of Labor,
sheet.
Company and the Santa Fe Irrigation
"The editor of the Santa Fe New and Improvement. Company and the
Notice of Mining Location.
sheet.
Mexican is mentioned as one of the National Mortgage ami Bond ComTitle Bond and Lease of Mining
candidates to succeed Coventor Curry, pany, by their duly accredited and au- Property,
sheet.
Evei-vonwho believes that the gov- - thorized agent, (',. F. Flick, of Santa
Placer Mining Location,
sheet.
eminent should kill the rattlesnakes, Me. New Mexico, hereby notify all inTitle Bund of Mining Property,
vaccinate the school children, erect terested parties that they will not be sheet.
sin ,)0Sts along the country roads, responsible for any debts of any na- Mining Herd,
sheet.
tax old bachelors and widowers,
ture whatsoever incurred by Sten
sheet.
Mining Lease.
for the Lund or contracted by him, and that
I1;ediCal supervision
yMo
Coal Declaratory
Statement,
Bchoj9 liceusc boozo fighters, place no warrants, pay checks or merchan- sheet.
on jack rabbits, subsidize dise checks will be honored by the
& bounty
Coal Declaratory
Statement with
Aflhp AlblK!llf.r(1UP fair aml the Lord above companies when signed by the Power of an Attorney,
oiilt knows what else, should give said Sten Lund or any agent of said fidavit and Corroborating
their support to this great statesman. Sten Lund without the countersign ap- Affidavit,
sheet.
Thomas Jefferson once said 'That proval of the undersigned.
Xotice of Right to Water,
sheet.
C. F. FLICK,
country is governed best which is govForfeiture or Publishing Out of
erned least,' but. the editor of the New President of the United States Bank Notice,
sheet.
Mexican is evidently of the opinion
and Trust Co.
Affidavit of Assessment,
sheet.
that the country is governed best President of the Santa Fe Irrigation
Stock Blanks.
is deterthat is governed most,
and Improvement Co.
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing Venmined that New Mexico shall not suf- Agent of the National Mortgage and dor's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
fer for want of sufficient legislation."
Bond Co.
Bill of Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks,
The editor of the Albuquerque
40c per book.
heads the
Journal sympathetically
Notice for Publication.
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
squib: "This is positively cruel." And .Homestead Entry (Serial 03907) No Vendor's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
we
all this after the nice send-off- s
8111.
Bill of Sale Range Delivery, 1 4
liave given Editor Hubbard.
sheet.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.
Bill of Sale,
sheet.
October 27. 1909.
to Gather, Drive and
A clergyman writes:
"Preventics,
Authority
Notice is hereby given that Manuel Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Rethose little Candy Cold Cure Tablets
Martinez
y Lujan, of Cowsprings, N. corded Brand,
sheet.
in
wonders
my parish."
are working
Preventics surely will check a cold, M,. who, on October 11, 1904, made
Authority to Gather, Drive anl
or the Grippe, in a very few hours, Homestead Entry (serial 0,:90i) No. Handle Animals Not Bearing Owner'n
Recorded Brand,
sheet.
And Preventics are so safe and harm-- ! SHI. for southwest quarter, (SV
sheet.
Certificate of Brand.
less. No Quinine, nothing harsh nor 'Section 3, Township 14 X., Range 11
E- M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
restless
sheet.
Contract.
for
Fine
feverish,
Sheep
sickening.
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
children. Box of 4S at 23c. Sold by, of intention to make final five year
Co.
proof, to establish claim to the land
Strioling-Burrow- s
sheet.
Appeal Bond.
above described .before the Register
sheet.
Appeal Bond, Criminal,
or Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at Sansheet.
Appearance Bond.
ta Fe, New Mexico, on the Sth day of
Appearance Bond on Continuance,
December, 1909.
sheet.
(J. P.),
Claimant names as witnesses:
Bond of Appearance,
(District
MONEY AND METALS.
Juan Martinez, Luis Martinez, Jose Court),
sheet.
New York, Nov. 27. Call money XTov! io. nn,T;nn
Ann.nl nil
tjitxi
sheet.
Justice Quarterly Report,
ijusc .nilgai, an nf
jl fnm.
nominal; prime mercantile paper ojv springs,.iJuuua,
New Mexico.
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet.
5
Mexican dollars 43; AmalgamMANUEL R. OTERO,
sheet.
Criminal
Complaint,
Atchison 119
ated S6
Register.
Forcible Entry and Detainer, ComCentral 128; Southern Pacific
sheet.
plaint,
Steel
201
129
Union Pacific
Notice for Publication.
Forcible Entry and Detainer, SumSS; pfd. 124
(Homestead Entry No. 02C7.)
sheet.
mons,
New York, Nov. 27. Lead and cop- of the Interior,
sheet.
Department
Bond,
Replevin
Silver
unchanged;
nominally
)er
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
Execution Forcible Entry and De507-November 1. 1909. tainer,
heet
WOOL MARKET.
Notice is hereby given that Laura
sheet.
Replevin Writ,
St. Lopis, Nov. 27 Wool unchangChase Allen, of Santa Fe, New Mexico.
sheet.
Affidavit,
Replevin
mediums
western
ed; territory and
on July 13, 1908, made Home-- j
Peace Proceedings, Complaint, 1 4
14 who,
fine
22
mediums
fine
26;
2429;
of sheet.
stead Entry No. 02G7, for SE.
XE.
j SE.
Sec.
of
3, and X
and
sheet.
Warrant,
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
of Section 10, Town
NE.
SW.
sheet.
Commitment,
Chicago, 111., Nov. 27. Wheat Dec. ship 1G N. Range 9 E., N. M. P. Merisheet.
Attachment Affidavit,
10G.
10G
May
dian, has filed notice of intention to
4
sheet.
Attachment
Bond,
Cora Dec. 59
May 61
make final commutation proof, to es
Attachment Writ, 4 sheet.
OatsDec. 39
May 42.
tablish claim to the land above deAttachment Summons as Garnishee,
Pork Jan. S21.60; May $20.80.
scribed, before Register or Receiver,
sheet.
27
Lard Nov. $12.40; Jan. $12.25
U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, New
sheet.
Execution,
Mexico, on the 4th day of December,
sheet.
Summons,
Ribs Jan. $11.12
May $10.80. 1909.
sheet.
Subpoena,
M. Wisburn,
Claimant names as witnesses:
J. P. Complaint,
sheet.
LIVESTOCK.
Chas. A. Siringo, Geo. S. Tweedy.
sheet.
Complaint,
Capias
Chicago, Nov. 27. Cattle Receipts Mrs. Minnie H. Byrd, Mrs. Katherine
sheet
Search
Warrant,
500.. Market steady. Beeves 49.15 ; Patterson, of Santa Fe, X. M.
School Blanks.
Texas steers $3.754.85; western
MANUEL R. OTERO,
sheet.
Enumeration
Form,
steers $4 7.50; stockers and feeders
Register.
sheet.
Teachers' Certificate,
cows
and
heifers
$2.10
$3.105.25;
1 2
School Teacher,
for
Contract
5.75; calves $6.258.75.
Read the pain formu" on a box of sheet.
Market
12,000.
Hogs
Receipts
Pink Pain Tablets. Then ask your
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet.
mixed doctor if there is a better one. Pain
Light $7.6508.15;
steady.
Contract between Directors and Tearough
$7.7o8.25; heavy $7.808.30;
means congestion
blood pressure
4
sheet.
chers,
$7.807.95;' good to choice heavy somewhere. Dr. Shoop's Pink Pain
School Director,
of
sheet
Oaths
sales
bulk
$88.25.
$7.958.30;
Tablets check head pains, womanly
of
Certificate
of apportionment
Market
Receipts 2,000.
Sheep
pains, pain anywhere.
Try one, and
steady. Native $2.755; western $3 see! 20 for 25c. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- School Funds, 2 sheet.
Contract for Fuel, 4 sheet.
5; yearlings $5.356.50; lambs, naCo.
sheet.
Teachers' Monthly Report
tive $57.75; western $57.60.
Clerks' Annual Report,
District
Kansas City, Nov. 27. Cattle Re-can
New
flo printing
The
Mexican
sheet.
ceipts 800, including 400 southerns. equal to that done in
any of the large
Market steady. Native steers $4.80
Land Office Blanks.
of
cities. Our solicitor, every piece
sheet.
8.50; southern steers $3.405.40;
Homestead
Entry,
wcrk we turn out. Try our stock
southern cows $2.654; native cows once
Affidavit,
come
will
and you
certainly
heifers $2.256; stockers and feed- sheet.
ers $35.10; hulks $2.804; calves again. We have all the facilities for
Proof, Testimony of Witness,
inof
out every class
work,
full
$47.50; western steers $45.60; turning
sheet.
cluding one of the best binderies in
western cows $2.754.70.
of
Claimant,
Proof, Testimony
west.
the
Market
Receipts 4.000.
Hogs
full sheet.
steady. Bulk sales $7.S08.1o; heavy
Desert Land Entry, Declaration of
NO CASE ON RECORD.
$3.108.20; packers butchers $8
full sheet.
Applicant,
There is no case on record of a
7;15J Vlht $7.508; pigs $6.507.25;
of
Witness.
Deposition
or
in
cold
cough
pneumonia
'
resulting
No sneeP- or consumption after Foley's Honey sheet.
full sheet
Yearly Proof.
and Tar has been taken, as it will
The New Mexican Printing
sheet.
Final Proof.
stop your cough and break up your
sheet.
Contest Notice,
pany has on hand a large supply of cold quickly. Refuse any but the gen
nads and tablets suitable for school uine Foley's Honey and Tar in a yel- Affidavit to be filed before contest,
wnrlr tha rloolr onil olsr for lawvprs j low package. Contains no opiates and
2
sheet.
and merchants; good everywhere. ,We is safe and sure. Sold by an drug- Amaavit or Contest Against non
will sell them at 5 cents in book form, gists
sheet.
Resident Entryman,
I

'
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The Woman's Tonic

Mrs.

ne-ga-

38

I

Tots

Wallace, of Sanger, Tex., tried Cardui. She
i
has done more for me than I can descrihe. Tact
t
" I was taken with female
inflammation and consulted a doctor, butto
r 4 no avail, so I took
Cardui, and inside of three days, I was able to do
lij uouHeworjs. since uien my trouble nas never returned," Try

j

writes-Cardu-

mri,

it

AT ALL DRUG STORES

j

ii;'iiiraiii.anri-V-An-rtrftyiia..'Y'ji-

$20,-Ou-

o

j

1

:

-

anti-saloo-

n

grt."

home-comin-

g

us..

l

-

j

half-millio- n

i

Rein-book-

I

1

s.

.

$1000

I

K'g

I",
that the

.

is lierehy given

type-.vriter-

to God and man.
Supt. Why do some men say the
twenty saloons of Paris should run? thousand population has been without business district of the town. The
Men. That the city may have
saloons since 1S77. This town has parade will be headed by Learnard
license money and save taxes.
unusually fine improvements, includ- and Lindemann's boys band, donated
Supt. Is the saloon business a pay- ing twelve miles of paved streets, 23 thio;gh the courtesy of Mr. Learncitimiles of permanent sidewalks, and a ard. A tally-hdrawn by four black
ing financial proposition for the
zens of Paris?
waterworks system. horses will carry the gridiron heroes,
good municipal
,
Not when it. is eumuuu:Th t , ,
Men.
f tl
,f ,,,.nnPrfV 1s I'olK wed by Jumbo leaded with the
that our saloons send out of the city $4S6 Ooo. Hoopeston has seven mami-t- gill rooters. Bringing up the rear of
breweries, distillers and wholesale factui.mg 1,iants valued at. more than til! parade, however, will be a big
1,230 hands, bunch of Varsity boys, who expect to
liquor dealers, not less than $.,0,000 $ ,000,000, employing
a year that never returns to our city. naying out $410,000 per annum in make the hit of their lives. Attired
m- Supt. As men with families
wages, and turning out more than in night shirts and carrying (laming
crease in their drink habit, does $;;000)000 in products a year. With torches they will execute a real old
their trade with grocers, meat mar-- , a1 these evidences of note(1 lir0Sper-kets- ,
college "shirt tail parade",
.
stores, clothing Jt
s
the tax j
dry goods
?25
never before attempted in
something
,
stores and general merchandise in-- $100 assessed valuation.
New Mexico.
j
crease?
The parade is expected to be a
Supt. What about our skilled laMen. The universal testimony of bor and wcrkingmen, will they have no oit'i aim out: ol iue uio&i. bpeciac- our merchants is, that as men in-- work if our twenty saloons close?
ular performances ever seen in Albucrease in their drinking habits, their
Schooi
Mr. Chas. Warner, nost- - querque and a big crowd of spectatrade is greatly diminisned in every master of Hoopeston,
says: "The tors will probably witness the dem- branch of business.
direct cause of Hoopeston's prosperi- - onstration.
The )arade will end at the corner
Supt. Does the drink habit prevent ty .g the ac(. tha(. her anti.saioon
men from owning their own homes . )0licy is firmy fixecI- - The manufac- of Second street and Central avenue,
School. Yes, as the money wasted turing piants Were brought here be - where huge bonfires will be kindled
each month for drinks would soon cause 0 the very fact tliat it vas an 'and where red light will be burned
town w ith a phenominal ly the ton.
pay for comfortable homes.
twen- A
manufacturer knows
Hon. Felix Lester, mayor of the city
Supt. What effect have the
what it is to deal with drunken labor, 'will address the
heroes
ty salcons of Paris on our homes.
School. They rob clnldren of food, an(J what .g true of other cities win on the art o the municipality; Hon.
of clothing, ot comiortaoie uome, be true of parlg
Frank V Clancv will threw n few
g t If w
break motner s nedns,
oge 0
twenty sa-- , bouauets at them as nres dent of the
lies, cause crimes, and bring poverty, oons
it hurt business, deprive board of regents of the University,
nf tha f ipnttv
misery and sufferin to nunureus ui , mpi) nf cmnlnvmrat nnri rm'n our citv anA Pmfooonr Aiio-nlour citizens.
will tell the boys to their face what
financially?
Men.
Supt. Does the saloon business in
Assistant Attorney General he has been saying behind their back
crease crime and immorality?
Trickett of Kansas, drove 2G5 sa for the last fortv-ei?h- t
hours. There
The universal testimony lnnns lt nf Kansas ritv Kansas and will he- nthvr i7iinrcmiitu ki.pppIips bv- School
of the police, of our courts and court WyanJot(e county, within thirty day:. football enthusiasts and friends
of
officers and presiding judges ot courts Many delegatlons of Kansas City men the Varsity and it is likely that many
is that tne saioon Dusmesa is mC ui proteste(i believing it would ruin barrels of oratory will have been un- of our business.
rect cause of three-fourth- s
Seven months after the corked before the red fire has burned
crime.
saloons were closed Mr. Trickett re- away.
ad-- !
A big dance at the Elks' ball room
Supt. Who pays for the heavy
ported that rents were higher, many
crimito
ditional expense
prosecute
new buildings were being
erected, will culminate the evening's frolic,
nals, maintain jails, penitentiaries, tnere was a great increase in the The Elks have donated the ball room
almhouses, feed and care for paupers, shoe trade, especially in footwear to the Varsity boys who have the
three-fourth- s
of which our saloons for women and children. More than celebration in charge.
All
Varsity
are responsible for?
fifty business men interviewed re- - students and friends cf the Univer- Men. Our taxpayers.
an sity are invited to attend the ball
ported almost without exception
Sutp. What is the statement of a increase in business. "I do not know ' which will be entirely informal.
prominent judge regarding crime in of a single grocer, dry goods mer-- i
Vermillion county?
A Religious Author's Statement.
chant, or furniture dealer but has an
Men. We are told that in Danville, increased business." The banks made
Salis-Rev. Joseph H. Fesperman,
111., the other
day 21 indictments written reports of greatly increased bury, X. C, who is the author of sev- were returned by the grand jury. A deposits, and the largest bank, hav- - eral books writes: "For several years
injudge in commenting upon these
the accounts of more than half I was a icted with kidney trouble and
of ing
out
120
declared
that
dictments,
the business houses of the city, re- - last winter I was suddenly stricken
the 121 could be directly traced to ported an increase of more than a with a severe pain in my kidneys and
the saloon. It will cost Vermillion
dollars in deposits in the' was confined to bed eight days un- county farmers something to prose- seven months and this will be true Able to apt un without assistance Mv
cute these 120 indictments, and every of parig jn the game ratio when we uHne contained a tnjck white sedi.
cent of that cost can consistently be cloSe her twenty sai00nS.
ment and I passed same frequently
.
I commenced taking
Suwt If we close our sai00ns, what day and night.
charged to the saloon.
Supt. Which helps the homes of effec). wm that baye Qn drunkenness, Foley's Kidney Remedy, and the pain
,
Paris most money spent for whisky,
t ?
d
gradually abated and finally ceased
beer and ;ne, or that spent tor
Men.
The official report of the and my urine became normal. I cheer- material, cMef of police for the past eieven fully recommend Foley's Kidney
food, clothing, building
and the necessities and com-- . months show 688 total arrests, and of edy." Sold by all druggists,
forts of life?
That number 529 were for drunken-uniwren. uiose tne saioons mm nesg and dis0rderly conduct,
give all children more food, clothing, gupt
According to the report of
MINES AND MINING
a better education and happier
cnief of poJice( who js responsi-homehie for the,, most of our crimes and
...
btipt. vvmcu is me ncsa imancidi th sorrow and heartaches these 529
Profit
Denver
investment, money spent in the sa- arrests have caused?
Dredging- News
the dredging business
that
loons, or invested in our building and
says
which
Our
School.
saloons,
twenty
loan associations, deposited in our some voters want to keep open for at Breckenridge, is taking out $100,- 0 a month and paying large profits.
banks, and put in city property for revenue and save taxes and wreck
homes?
California men are scouring the coun- homes.
Men. We believe the money spent
Supt. WThen is our election day? j try looking for good properties in that
line- - 0ne sood sale has been made al- in saloons is worse than lost, and
chool. Tuesday, April 7th.
advise the investment in real values
want
ready and another California com-- do
how
you
Children,
Supt.
there and
returns.
to
operating
Pany
men
extensively
that bring good
your father, brother and all
.
:
,
i
ni
arouna
is
in
viu
ior
Aiexico,
looking
effect
of
the
been
has
What
Supt.
Children.
Please protect us and ground in this Territory. Before
closing saloons in other cities and
long New Mexico will have a big outvote out the saloon.
towns?
put from its dredging industry.
Men. Hoopeston, 111., a city of six
GRIDIRON HEROES
RETURN HOME. Beware of Ointment for Catarrh That
Contain Mercury,
as mercury will surely destroy the
Albuquerque Will Give Them a Hearty
sense of smell and completely derange
Reception Tonight Parade Will
IF I FAILT0 CURE ANY CANCER or TUMOR
the wnoio system wheD entering it
Be
a
Thriller.
I TREAT BEFORE IT POISONS DEEP GLANDS
the mucous surface. Such ar- through
Without KNIFE or PAIN
I
ticles
should
never be used except on
No Pay until Cured.
Albuquerque N. M. Nov. 27. An
from reputable physi- P16801"1?0"3
NoX Hay or o t h e r
enthusiastic celebration in honor of
dwindle. An island
as
cians
the damage they will do is
the Varsity eleven, which defeated
plant makes the cure.
ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE.
j
ten
to
the good you can possibly
foI(i
Arizona at Tucson Thanksgiving day
A Tumor, Lump or
Sore on the lip. face or
will be held by the U. N. M. students derive from them. Hall's Catarrh
anywhere six months
commenc- - Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney &
.niri their frienda tnnie-h- t
is Cancer. THEY NEVER
iSeJ5T Jar ing at 7:30 o'clock and lasting until Co., Toledo, O., contains no mercury,
FAIN until last stage.
130 PAGE BOOK sent
is taken interuaiiy, acting1 direct- well after midnight. The home com-lan- d
free with testimonials of
' thousands cured at home.
ing heroes were met at the Santa Fe ly upon the blood and mucous surface
WRITE TO THEM
station at 5 o'clock this morning by of the system. In buying Hall's Catarrh
ANY LUMP IN WOMAN'S BREAST a small
reception committee and Cure be sure you get the genuine. It
Is CANCER, and if neglected, it will always poiinvited to be the guests is taken internally and made in Tole- were
formally
son deep glands in the armpit, and kill nuickly.
of honor at the "reception tonight.
do, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co. Testi- Address DR. S. R. CHAMLEY & CO.
at 7:30 o'clocfl tonight monials free.
"Most successful Cancer specialists living."
747 S. Main St.. LOS ANGELES. CAl. every U. N. M. student or former stud-- 1 Sold by druggists. Price, 75c per
nlNULTScNU IU MJMtUNt HI in bANUtn j ent and all their friends, will form bottle.
Take Hall's Family Pillg for corvsti- Jin one at the corner of Second street
aim uoia avenue ana marcn aDout tne patlon.
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School. To bring all people to a
saving knowledge of Jesus Christ,
and send them out to render service

--

Sanu

Nctice

Lam! OHi
Fe. X. M Nov.

J

H tkli a

s;a:es

I'nlt.--

Church of the Holy Faith, Eoiscopal.
Services at The Church of the Holy
Fai;h will be held at the following

.

churches?

WILL GIVE

Notice for Publication.
Sinai! HoMins "l;:im No. IV.'".
(V:;-- Not Coal Land.
Department of the. Interior,

CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS
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HAVWARD'S MARKET

NT. 92.

PHONE
NO. 92.

from the south and No. 3 from the
was almost two hours late waitMINOR CITY TOPICS cast,
ing for No. 3 at Laniy. No. 3 had been
delayed by the Denver connection at
La Junta which had been blockaded
a
V. by freight wreck at Hayden, a small
Denver, Colo., Xov. 27.
Weather forecast for Xew V station ten miles east of Pueblo, at 7
o'clock this morning. Five cars were
Mexico:
Tonight snow in
wrecked and traffic was delayed six
north portion, rain in south
A broken rod caught in a
hours.
portion and colder. Generally
i
fair with colder weather Sun- - jg switch and caused the accident.
N
day.
CANADIAN FIRM ENCOURAGES
Sold the Fix-I- t
ITS TRAVELING SALESMAN.
Shop V. V. Mc- C'leary has sold the Fix-I- t
Shop to C.
K. Butts.
Winners irt an Annual Contest Are
Good Jersey cows for sale cheap.
Given a Splendid Trip Through
Leave word at Kaune & Company's, or
the Great West.
address Postoffice Box :J22.
A Year Ago Today a year ago the
At noon today there arrived in Sanday was very cloudy and one and half ta Fe a private car, the Sunset, over
inches of snow fell. The maximum the Santa Fe route bearing H. L.
temperature was 34 and the mini- Frost, manager of the Frost Wire
mum 23 degrees.
Fence Company of Hamilton, Canada,
Enevant Club Meets There will A. L. Page, secretary of the company
be an extra meeting of the Enevant and sixteen employes of the company.
Club on Monday the 29th at 3 p. m. at The party was in charge of Traveling
the V. C. T. lT. room. All members Passenger Agent of the Atchison and
are urged to be present.
Topeka and Santa Fe Railway sysWilliams and Rising, the new livery tem, who accompanied the tourists
firm, keep one hack at the barn for from Los Angeles here. The trip is
the result of a contest held during
calls, for ''Particular People."
Hart Buys Automobiles H. A. Hart the past year and ending November
the local automobile man yesterday 1st, the object cf the contest being to
purchased from Dr. J. M. Diaz two stimulate the sales of the product of
automobiles.
The machines will be the Frost Wire Fence Company. The
1 used to carry passengers about San firm offered to give a trip through
ta Fe.
the west to sixteen of its men,
Meeting of Guild There will be a selling the greatest amount of goods
special meeting of the Guild of the during the year. The contest was
Church cf the Holy Faith at half past participated in by the entire force of
two Monday afternoon at the home salesmen numbering 1,500, who cover
The fortunate
of Mrs. R. J. Palen. The members of Canadian territory.
the altar society are invited to attend men were C. M. Crosby, Joseph
the meeting.
George Coxon. Clayton Havi-lanM. Porter, Walter Korman, WalCut Down Your Wire Fences
ter Reeve, David Ross, A. Bechtel,
Mayor Jose D. Sena will give ten
days' notice to property owners to James Matheson, Henry Tracey, Willcut down wire fences along the iam Marshall, J. M. Young, Sam Mor-iartAl Learn and D. McDonald.
streets, these being contrary to
All of the expenses of the trip are
After ten days they will be
being bcrn by the company, including
cut down by the city authorities.
the incidental expenses of interesting
Fair Weather Tomorrow The snow side
trips. The itinerary took in the
predicted by the weather bureau for Pacific coast
Salt Lake City,
last night had fail to reach Santa Fe Denver, Santa cities,
Fe and the Grand Canat noon today although the foothills on. The
left Santa Fe this afvere shrouded in clouds early Ahis ternoon atparty
4:20. will stop at Kansas
mt rning.
However, the weather bu- City, Chicago and then return to
reau holds out hope for snow or rain Hamilton,
Canada.
tonight but predicts fair and colder
weather for tomorrow.
BUENOS AYRES WILL HOLD
The Moon's Eclipse As far as the
WQRLD'S FAIR NEXT YEAR.
New Mexican has learned no one in
Nov. 27. Applications
Washinton,
Santa Fe sat up last night to watch for space from manufacturers
in the
for the eclipse although
no doubt international
which is to
exposition
there were a number of people up and be held in Buenos Ayres from May to
about between 12.10 and 3.45 this November 1910, must be filed
not
morning when the eclipse was visible later than next Tuesday, according to
here. It was complete at 2.36 o'clock a
telegram received at the state dethis morning. Clouds were racing partment.
Unless the special buildover the sky all night and the eclipse
ing assigned to the United States
was unusually spectacular on that ac- which has 5,000 metres floor
space is
count.
filled with American exhibits it will
Noon Train Late The Santa Fe be necessary to divide it wiih several
train connecting with train No. 10 otner countries.
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CASH

4

Grocery

g

4

No.

Bakery

INTERESTING PRICES

9
ti
7

BARS GOOD LAUNDRY SOAP
'
"
PEARL WHITE
" DIAMOND "C"
Erery ona koowns what the Diamoad

...25c
"C" is

POTATOES
ARE NOW AT THEIR LOWEST
15 lbs. for
100 lbs for
25c
1;30
1909 Walnuts and Almonds per lb. - - - 20c
I

APPLES $1.75 PER BOX
Winesaps, Jonathans, Northern Spy and Winter

M.

Blush

THE ONLY BAKER r
Where you can get anything you want, no cheap
stuff, we use only the best of everything in our
Bakery.

F. Andrews,

Phone No. 4.

Phone lo. 4

HUBBS LAUNDRY COMPANY

"OUR WORK IS BEST"
Our Specialty Good Work and Prompt Service:
W. H Kerr Ass Santa Pe
Phone 122 Red

l

I

mid-wint-

La-voi- e.

25c
25c

cent profit. With the exception of a
RATES. wider field in long distance calls
there is no difference in the service
Warfare on Public Utility Corporation of the two companies and as a matter
Threatens to Be Bitter Exorbof fact the rival of the Southwestern
itant Rentals.
has been working under severe hanSan Antonio, Texas, Xov. 27 So dicaps arising from construction and
far there has been no let up in the expensive operation. Its policy has
fight in which the Southwestern Tele- been to install telephones regardless
graph and Telephone Company and of whether the new wire would., get
the .Retail Merchants Association subscribers enough or not and for
have taken sides. The statement is- this reason many lines have been run
sued '.a few days ago by the officers at a loss. Except in rare instances
of the telephone company claiming this has not been done by the Souththat the earnings of the concern are western. In addition to this the.-Saa bare 6 per cent on the capital in- Antonio Telephone Company is supvested seems to have provoked
a plying the city government in congreater determination on the part of sideration of franchise, with a free
the retail merchants to bring the com- service connecting every office in the
pany to terms. A local trade paper city hall and he various gie stations.
published a statement to the effect
thai the earnings of the company
FINE NEW MEXICO EXHIBIT.
each year exceeded considerably the
total capital invested. How this infor(Continued from Page One.)
mation was obtained is not known but
the attitude of the company since have the
attorney general present at
then seems to indicate that there is the hearing and trial.
something in the report published.
New Postoffice.
On the whole the - attitude of the
A postoffice has been established
telephone officials does not seem to at Virsylvia, Taos county, special
have been such as to warrant the from Cerro, four miles south.
placing of great confidence in the
statements that have been made.
NOTICE.
Mayor Callaghan and the city coun
The
cil have now decided to take a hand
regular examination
in the matter. Under the law the of teachers is set for Friday and Satcity government is fully authorized urday, January 14th and 15th, 1910. All
to regulate telepnone and other pub- those contemplating securing certifilic utility rates and interesting devel- cates to teach, and all those now
opments may therefore be looked for teaching under permits or dispensain the near future. 1 is said that the tions must attend this examination,
defiant attitude which for years has and secure certificates according to
marked the activity of the South- law. All permits now in force shall
western has put Mayor Callaghan expire on the fourteenth of January,
and the city council in a mood that 1910. Teachers holding permits canwill mean a fight "to the finish.
not legally draw public money for
The book of the San Antonio Tele- their services after January 15th unphone Company have shown that it is less they attend this examination and
profitable to supply good telephone secure a regular license.
service at a rate of $3 per month and
Yours very sincerely,
that the charge of $5 by the South- (Signed)
JOHN V. .CONWAY,
western means practically 100 per
County School Superintendent.
TELEPHONE

1873

36th ANNIVERSARY SALE

1909.

MEN'S NECKWEAR
in
35c. Each
Three for $1.00 the 36

ANNIVERSARY SALE

MONDAY the 29th.

of NOVEMBER

Truly a notable, (lemostration of value giving, for these ties aH four j n hand
are nil silk, worth up to seventy-fiv- e
rents each, and strictly fashion able in
in shades and patterns.

We offer a big SPECIAL SALE for next week only on Ladies & lisses
Coats, Ladies Suits, Ladies Voile Skirts, and Ladies Tailored waists.
All

the articles above mentioned will be sold during that week at wholesale prices.
b

Ladies Suits
of the latest Fabrics & Fashions
Go

$27.50
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as follows;
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of the latest Fabrics & Fashion
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